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Important Notice

2010 Committee Members

To all coaches and managers
plus Seagulls members
interested in helping make
your club an even better
one next season.

Our AGM and the election
of new ofﬁcials will be held
at the clubhouse at
1 PM, SUNDAY 17 OCT

A BBQ and drinks will be
held after to thank all our
hardworking coaches and
managers for their efforts
in making a great
2010 season.
Back: Robert Zasadazki, John Hanney, Wayne Druery, Mark Wedesweiler, Craig Mackenzie, George Koulouris, Eddy Lim,
Front: Liz Pavett, Mark Simpson, Craig Smoothy, Rod Parker, Bruce Redman, Kim Ryder
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President’s Report
Important Notice
To all coaches and managers
plus Seagulls members
interested in helping make
your club an even better
one next season.

Our AGM and the election
of new ofﬁcials will be held
at the clubhouse at
1 PM, SUNDAY 17 OCT

A BBQ and drinks will be
held after to thank all our
hardworking coaches and
managers for their efforts
in making a great
2010 season.

President’s Report
This is the end of another busy season at Seagulls and I thank you all for being part of what has
been a very enjoyable and successful year.
We started the year with 87 teams which made us the 3rd largest club in the Shire, but more
signiﬁcantly we had the highest proportion of young players with 78% of our numbers made up
of SSG or juniors. This reﬂects the enjoyment our young players have in their early experiences in
football at Seagulls and bodes well for the future. We have a great array of talent in our junior ranks
with the 11’s down to the 6’s all producing outstanding results, culminating in the 11A’s winning their
grand ﬁnal. This is a great sign for future seasons and credit largely goes to George Koulouris our
grading chairman and Mark Wedesweiler our SSG coordinator for their work in not only coaching
many of these teams, but in their tireless efforts behind the scenes encouraging, organizing and
much more.
We hope that our juniors will go on to enjoy the game for years to come and that this club can help
them not only develop their football, but more general life skills. No where is this more evident then
with our crop of SSG referees. These kids do a great job every week refereeing our SSG games and
we couldn’t function without them. I’m sure they enjoy the experience and will learn a few valuable
skills along the way. Thanks to all our SSG referees and to Bruce Redman and Mark Wedesweiler
for training and organization provided.
We mustn’t forget our senior men’s and women’s teams. We have a great membership in our senior
ranks ranging from AL1 to over 35s. Some play to keep ﬁt and have a good time with their mates.
Some play more seriously and some are in it for the beer. Whatever the reason, I hope you had a
great season and hope to see you back next year.
To round off, let me thank all who helped make this a great season at Seagulls. A big thank you
to all coaches and managers who have put in the hard yards through the season, to all parents
and families for helping out with the endless tasks required to get your player on the ﬁeld and of
course to the hardworking committee members who have put in countless hours at the club. Talking
about committee members – this season, we will be loosing 2 of our best in Rod Parker and Mark
Simpson, both vice presidents who have done a fantastic job over many years. Best of luck to Rod
and Mark and a huge thank you for your efforts over the years.

Craig Smoothy
President
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Secretary’s Report

Treasurer’s Report

Editors Message

Congratulations to the 11A’s and the 12D’s for their Premiership
wins and to the other 12 teams that made the ﬁnal series well
done for making it past the competition rounds.

Another reasonable year ﬁnancially for Cronulla Seagulls
Football Club, with wet weather reducing our canteen and BBQ
income. We managed to run at a slight proﬁt enabling us to
cover the costs associated with the construction of the awning on
our club house, installation of an exhaust system in the canteen
and purchase of a new storage container replacing the old green
one which was starting to fall apart.

It’s been a bit of a challenge putting together
your Yearbook these past few seasons, but
one I have thoroughly enjoyed. I believe
it’s a worthwhile asset for the club, not only
providing enjoyable reading for your end of
season, but recording the club’s achievements
together with photos and reports for every
team that played that year.

This has been another successful year for the Seagulls but I need
to report some issues that have been prominent at the Association and they refer to player and spectator behaviour at games.
All players and spectators must be aware that there is a code of
behaviour that needs to be abided by for the safety and wellbeing of all.
Enough of the heavy words. I had the privilege of training a
wonderful group of junior Seagulls to becoming SSG referees.
Throughout the year the committee watched them grow into a
wonderful team that were a credit to the club.” Well done refs!”
Parents appreciated your efforts.
As a member of the executive I would like to thank the team
for their efforts in accomplishing another smooth season. There
are a number of senior executive that are not standing next year
and I would like to thank on behalf of the Seagull Community
the efforts that Rod Parker -Vice President Football has put in
over numerous years in creating a well organised and forward
moving football club. We will certainly miss his ground control
organisation and his e-mails. Mark Simpson Vice President Administration is also standing down and his efforts in developing
the BBQ and awning have
been an asset to the community.
As you might have noticed many of the committee have been
around for many years and could I encourage parents to be involved with the club as with the inﬂux of SSG teams the committee is often stretched. If you do not wish to have a “tag” and
a role, join as a grading committee member and offer your support on “set up” or “pull down”.
I look forward to seeing all the coaches and managers for a season celebration at the AGM on the 17th October at 1.00pm.

The fundraising portion of the registration fees together with the
rafﬂe at the beginning of the season contributed over $21,000 to
the clubs’ operating funds.
We were also lucky enough to receive the following two grants:
1.

$1,000 from NRMA for our MATCH DAY SAFETY
program held on Round 17
2.
$12,823 from NSW SPORTS AND RECREATION
to
reimburse moneys spent on the construction of
the awning
Sponsorship is up this year, with a few new sponsors and a couple
of existing sponsors increasing their sponsorships. If you can,
please support them as they support us.
Thanks to our canteen ladies Karen, Missy and Lauren for
another great year. Also thanks to George from HOT ROX for
providing staff to man our BBQ on a Saturday and Matt and
Drew for Sundays and to all those who jumped in and helped
during the busy periods.

I hope you all enjoy this year’s publication and
I thank all who contributed, especially those
busy coaches and managers who took the time
to record their team’s season for all to share.
I also want to give a big thank you to my 3
volunteer helpers Ike Levick, Trish Hanslow
and Rebecca Ward who did such a sterling job
prooﬁng the materials in this yearbook. Thank
you to Ike, Trish and Rebecca.
Enjoy your presentation days and see you all
again next season.

Eddy Lim
Editor

To everyone who assisted the committee through the hectic
registration period, many thanks.
Best wishes to all the players and their families for the off
season and we look forward to seeing all of you back again next
season.

Liz Pavett
Treasurer
Bruce Redman
Seagulls Secretary
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Competition Tables

Coaches and Managers
TEAM
06A1

COACH
Scott Maddern

MANAGER
Mark Phelps

06A2

Carlos Aguilar

Michael & Jo Hyland

06B

Michael Julian

TEAM
10C

COACH
Michael Jacobs

MANAGER
Jenny Ritchie

10D

Damien Bray

10F

David Shade

06C

Dan Mann

Rebecca Ward

10G

John Williams

Katrina Johnson
Amanda Fournaris / Anne
Clement
Lita Maguero

06D

Mark Burns

Stuart Bush

10W

Geoff Woolley

Trent Haag

06E

Hayley Compton

Lynette Aslund

11A

Mark Wedesweiler

06F

Dave Worsley

Carla Grossetti

11B

Cleve Barton

06G

Chris Durante

Steve Blewitt

11C

Wayne Druery

Ros Mauro

06H

Philip Healy

John Kingston

11D

Elliot Clark

Rod Enright

06I1

Brett Montgomery

Tanya Carlson

11W

06I2

Wayne Scullino

Mimi Ladkani

12B

06J1

Mal Smith

Dominique Hill

12D

06J2

Nick Hudson

Mellissa Chandler

13B

Kylie Wheeler-Brown
Gary Fordham / Craig
Mason
Simon Usalj / Gerry
Incolingo
Craig Rogers

Maureen Mostaghimi

Jenny Dunn
Narelle Fordham
Dee Moffatt
Edward Lim

06W1

Geoff Woolley

Michelle Gougen

13C

Robert McNeil

Kathryn Witherden

06W2

Richard Andrikis

Rachelle Harrington

13D

Ian Moore

Nick Stokes-Hughes

Emma Palmer

Dave Fuller

07A1

Mark Burns

07A2

Ben Horvath

15B

Michael Harrington

15D

Michael Phipps

07B1

Craig Mackenzie

Matt King

16C

Michael Robinson

07B2
07C

Bruce Whitehill

Penny Cassidy

18A

Greg Cooper

Cassie Romberg

18D1

Steve Colwell

07D

Kim Colwell

Larry Nicholas

Daren Dragenic

18D2

Jim Grant

Denise Arthur

Tony Giovenco

Rod Parker

07E

Robert Nicolai

Lisa Hoffman

21C

07F

Daniel Spagnolo

21E1

Tass Assarapin

Justin Woodford

21E2

Robert Simpson

Tracey Parkes

07W

Melissa McCullagh
Wayne Leighton &
Guy Turner
Anna Fahd

35C

Mark Faust

08A1

Steven Heapy

35F

Grant West

08A2

Charlie Melino

35G

Kel Solari

08C

Eddie Mostaghimi

08D1

Mark Hockey

08D2

Robert Zasadzki

08E

Matt Perfrement

07H

Maureen Mostaghimi PL1

Rod Brown

Mark Simpson

John Hanney

Michael Harrington

AL3

Joe McEwan

AL4

Daniel Marandola

Wayne Topper

Julie Vinson

AL5

Luke McGuire

Sebastian Elversson

Ryan Heldoorn

Michael Fisher

Ben Fairfax

Andrew Macris

08F

Jason Bennett

Chris Gougeon

AL6

08G

Jeff Galea

Helena Pipic

AL10

08H

Adrian Harvey

Michelle Byrne

AL11

Dane Cran

David Bolderman

08W1

Andrew Barley

Megan Sidney

W12A

Geoff Woolley

Trent Haag

W13B

09A1

George Koulouris

W14A

Steve Carreo
Robert McNeil &
Dave Fuller
Michael Dutton

Barry Ffrench

08W2
09A2

George Koulouris

W14B

Alan Kentwell

Tarnia Quigley

09B

John Hanney

Scott Bultitude

W16A

Rebecca Brown

Tracey Gill

09C

Shane Emms

Dianne Madden

W16B

Carlo Villanti

09D

Dale Ingle

Helen Plamer
Luke Streater

Garth Young

Matt King

W16C

Mark McClaren

Stephen Fynn

09W1

Phillip Kettlewell

Lisa Rampoldi

W18C

Jacob Healey

Matthew Reed

09W2

Mark Vella

WSF

Buddy Nagi

Kristy Atwells

10A

Mark Wedesweiler

Played

Won

Drawn

Lost

Points

Position

Juniors
10A
10C
10D
10F
10G
10W
11A
11B
11C
11D
11W
12B
12D
13B
13C
13D
Intermediate
15B
15D
16C
18A
18D/1
18D/2
21C
21E/2
21E/1
Women
W12A
W13B
W14A
W14B
W16A
W16B
W16C
W18C
WSF
Senior Men
35C
35F
35G
AL3
AL4
AL5
AL6
AL10

AL11
PL1

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
15
15
15
15
15

6
11
1
3
4
5
11
7
7
8
7
7
11
6
6
1

5
0
1
2
2
0
1
1
1
0
0
5
3
3
1
0

2
2
11
8
7
8
1
5
5
5
6
3
1
6
8
14

23
33
4
11
14
15
34
22
22
24
21
26
36
21
19
3

3
2
7
6
5
8
1
3
6
4
4
4
1
6
6
8

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

11
1
6
1
11
7
3
2
2

3
0
3
1
4
0
2
2
1

1
14
6
13
0
8
10
11
12

36
3
21
4
37
21
11
8
7

1
8
5
8
2
6
9
9
10

15
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

11
9
3
5
3
7
6
10
9

3
2
1
1
1
3
6
2
3

1
5
12
10
12
6
4
4
4

36
29
10
16
10
24
24
32
30

4
5
8
7
8
4
5
4
3

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

7
8
9
9
3
7
5
7

2
3
2
5
2
3
3
3

7
5
5
2
11
6
8
6

23
27
29
32
11
24
18
24

5
5
4
2
9
5
6
5

16
16

3
8

1
2

12
6

10
26

9
2
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Awards

Awards

ASSOC AWARDS

Club Service Awards

MINOR PREMIERS & PREMIERS
MINOR PREMIERS & RUNNERS UP
RUNNERS UP
MOST IMPROVED

11A & 12D
15B
11B & 18D
11D, W16A

SEMI FINALISTS

11D, 11W, 12B, W12A, W16B,
35G
W18C, WSF, AL3, PL1

FINALISTS

CLUB AWARDS
CLUB CHAMPIONS
JUNIORS
INTERMEDIATE
SENIORS
WOMENS
COACH OF THE YEAR
JUNIOR
INTERMEDIATE
SENIORS
MERIT AWARD
A’ GRADE MERIT AWARD
MOST IMPROVED
BEST GOAL DIFFERENCE (JNR/SNR)
JUNIOR GOALKEEPER AWARD
COMMITTEE PERSON
JUNIOR CLUBPERSON
SENIOR CLUBPERSON

11A
15B
AL3
W12A

SIMON USALJ &
GERRY INCOLLINGO (12D))
STEVE COLWELL (18D/1)
JOE McEWAN (AL3)
13D
W14A
W13B
12D
James Redman (12D)
Announced at presentation day
Courtney Hanney
Robert McNeill

20 Year Player Service
Ryan Grimshaw, David Robertson.
15 Year Player Service
Jimmy Anthopoulos, Chris Bates, Mark Casemore, Ryan Heldoorn, John
Ladavac, Jarrad Owen
10 Year Player Service
Matthew Brown, Matthew Brunker, Jack Fuller, Rowan Grover, John Hanney,
Jordan Harrington, Lewis Henry, John Mackenzie, Mark Macqueen, Thomas
Montgomery, Kurt Oertel, Ben Phipps, Brendan Risbridger, Mark Santangelo,
Ben Simpson, Beau Streater, Thomas Stretton, Simon Stringﬁeld, Andrew
Stringﬁeld, Guy Turner, Jake Waters.
5 Year Player Service
Zack Barley, Teina Bishop, Lena Bradbury, William Bray, Rhyanna Brown,
Ryan Bultitude, Jack Butterﬁeld, Tyson Cairns, Remy Carlson, Eliza Casaceli,
Clayton Cormie, Mikayla Cox, Harrison Cramb, Henry Cunningham, Flynn
Dale, Aidan Dennis, Nicole Dimmock, Amber Doherty, Sean Durkin, Max
Enright, Caelan Faust, Jessica Fazio, Nathan Ford, Matthew Gates, Jessica
Geraghty, Bryce Grover, Kiana Haag, Darcy Hann, Mitchell Hanney, Courtney
Hanney, Shai Henare, Jack Herbert, George Hughes, Joe Hughes, Josh Jacobs,
Ashleigh Jensen, Harrison Jurd, Jamison Kentwell, Maxwell Kingsbury-West,
Demi Koulouris, James Lang, Jake Lawrence, Sophie Lawson, Rebecca Leech,
Angus Lehmann, Jake Loong, Thomas Ludmon, Ronan Maguero, Chloe
Malic, Jordan McDonald, Bronte McIntyre, Kieran Medway, Jackson Moore,
Thomas Muller, Peter Oglos, Matthew Pollard, Angus Pritchard, Isabelle
Quigley, Benjamin Raatz, Cooper Sachr, Sarah Santangelo, Benjamin Shade,
Jaiden Shute, Max Sidney, Joshua Standingford, Matthew Stretton, Harry
Sutherland, Lachlan Tinker, Codey Tuckwell, Connor Usalj, Chelsea Wade,
Declan Whyte, Julian Wilkins, Francesca Wilkins, Chelsi Williams, Mark
Woods, Ciara Woolley, Melody Wragg.
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2010 TEAMS AND REPORTS

6A1

Coach: Scott Maddern
Team:

Manager: Mark Phelps

Lincoln Granger, Tyler Maddern, Joshua Whitten, Nicholas Durkin,

Benjamin Phelps, Max Drinnan
Congratulations to the 6A1’s on a fantastic 2010 season. It has been a privilege coaching the boys this
year, whilst watching them grow and mature as players throughout the season. The team was a mixture
of one season veterans and ﬁrst season rookies (including the coach), none of whom knew each other at
the start of the year. But a strong team bond was formed quickly and the boys hit the ground running,
winning their ﬁrst few games. We continued on to win the majority of our games this season, and were
only really outclassed once by a very impressive Menai side.
The thing that impressed me most this year, apart from some of the outstanding goals scored; was the
development of some excellent teamwork as the season progressed. The boys showed me that they
did occasionally listen to the coach at training and during half time speeches by working together in
both attack and defense. Individually each of the boys showed some amazing skills. Nicholas was the
consummate professional in both attack and defense with a mesmerizing step off both feet and a lethal
strike which netted many goals. Ben was our General in the middle of the ﬁeld and was always eager to
be involved in all the action, from goal kicks to shots on goal Ben was in everything, a real energizer bunny
with a canon like left boot. Max was fantastic in the midﬁeld scrimmage. An attacking midﬁelder, he
would often win us a lot of ball which in turn set up our attack. Max was equally as good stepping through
the opposition and scoring himself. Lincoln was always there in support for both attack and defense, and
had a particularly strong kick, especially from set plays. Josh was our Thinker. Josh would do whatever
needed to be done for the betterment of the team. He would often remind the other boys where to stand
and to not kick across the goals in goal kicks. Every team needs a Josh. Tyler was a defensive dynamo with
his fantastic slide tackles, who would often save as many as we would score to help keep us in front.
A special thanks to Mark Phelps for all your help this season, and also thanks to all the Parents for your
fantastic support. Hope to see you all next year.

6A2

Coach: Carlos Aquilar

Manager: Jo & Michael Hyland

Team: Andrew Aguilar, Daniel Cambridge, Finn Hyland, Marlon Krivograd,
Nicholas Stonestreet, Nash Thompson

The 6A2 boys have come a long way in 2010. Week in week out each of them put in a lot of effort
at training, working on their skills, learning how to work as a team and becoming good friends in the
process. The boys steadily improved as the season progressed and whilst there weren’t a plethora of goals
they showed a lot of character and always ﬁnished the games in great spirits.
The exhilarating attacks by Nicholas down the sideline, Andrew’s knack of turning defence into attack,
Nash’s midﬁeld excellence, Finn’s unbreakable defence, Daniel’s scintillating strikes, and Marlon’s magic
runs all contributed to a memorable season that excited us and made us proud.
Big thanks to Carlos for having unshakeable patience and working with the boys this season. He managed
to turn them from a bunch of knockabout 6 year olds into a cohesive team that enjoy their football.
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6B

Coach: Michael Julian

Manager:

Team: Jackson Gage, Bede Julian, Addisson Bishop, Oscar Cafe, Harry Cafe and Kian
Johnson.

The 6B’s started the season off well, winning two and a draw, then had a mixed mid season with
losses and wins. They ﬁnished the season off well too, with two wins. The boys were disappointed
not to play the last game due to the wet weather.
Jackson, the smallest in the team, but at times with the biggest heart, progressed with every game.
He loved to mix it in defence, saving plenty of goals; not forgetting the little beauty he scored!
Bede, our leading goal scorer, played every game with determination. He improved a lot on last
year and loved playing with the boys.
Addisson also improved on last season and was ever-improving, becoming our long-range goal
scorer with some beauties.
Oscar, what can I say about this little bloke? He was in everything, getting in amongst the little
huddles with his brother, clearing the ball, becoming our mid-ﬁeld wall and also scoring some
beauties.
Harry was the quiet achiever on the ﬁeld, scoring a couple and defending well. He progressed as
the season went on, becoming a player who would pass the ball, always ﬁnding one of the boys in
open space and, with his brother, was our enforcer in the mid-ﬁeld.
Kian didn’t take long to stamp his skills on the ﬁeld with his fancy footwork, goal scoring skills and
defence.
The boys made me proud to be their coach, with great teamwork in the back half of the season,
scoring some fantastic goals, which had the Dads and Mums very excited. A BIG THANK YOU
for the support from the boys’ parents, not forgetting your GRAND PARENTS.

6C

Coach: Daniel Mann

Manager: Rebecca Ward

Team: Beau Ward, Joshua Mann, Jay Ibbotson, Dylan Ibbotson, Jake Birdsall, Taj
Summerhayes

Wow 2010 was a fantastic season. We all made new friends and every week the children amazed us
with there good spirit and sportsmanship.
Jay showed us how fast he could be with many a time running the full length of the ﬁeld to score
at the other end. Dylan was great at defense and was never scared to get in and tackle the ball.
Size was never an issue for Dyl. His motto the bigger they are the harder I’ll fall. Taj – Wow
what a kick. Taj could always get the ball out of any situation with one of his big kicks. A huge
improvement from game 1 to game 18. Jake was a great team player always passing the ball and
seemed to appear whenever he was needed. Go Lil Birdie. Always looking for the coaches magic
sponge. Josh what a back heel! The boy is a wonder. Scoring two goals this season. His concentration greatly improved. A big kick that’s just getting bigger! Beau “defense” Ward. If not for
him a different season it would have been. Thanks to him and his Dad Tony shouting from touch
“defend your goal!” Then like a ﬂash he would rush to attack scoring at will, it seemed. Second in
total goals only to Jay.
We couldn’t have asked any more from any one of them. Bring on 2011

THANK YOU ALL !!!
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6D

Coach: Mark Burns and Nick Palmer

Manager: Stuart Bush

Team: Jye Burns, Ethan Martin, Matthew Palmer, Jack O’Connor, Tom O’Connor and
Kynan Bush.

The 6Ds were an absolute pleasure to watch all season. The boys had a lot of fun and smiles
abounded. This was helped by winning all but 2two of their encounters and banging in an average
of over six goals a game!
Mr. Dependable, Kynan, was the team’s quiet achiever, never having a poor match and being solid
in all aspects of the game. Pint-sized Jack struggled at ﬁrst, but got more involved with every game
and made some good tackles and big kicks. Gutsy Tom was at his best running with the ball at
his feet and gave defenders a torrid time, despite being a magnet for tough tackles. Rugged Matty
was a rock at the back, but his good foot work and booming kick led to a decent number of goals
as well. Pocket battleship Ethan – invariably the fastest player on the pitch – used his searing pace
and insatiable appetite for scoring to notch an amazing 36 strikes in a 12-game season. Bustling Jye
never stopped trying and got better and better as the season went on, making excellent contributions all over the park.
Well done boys and good luck for next season.

6E

Coach: Hayley Compton
Team:

Manager: Lyn Aslund

Jacob Aslund, Max Bowen, Taylor Compton Perry,

Hugo King, Zack

Levick, Luke Takacs

The 06E’s started the season off with most of the team members playing their ﬁrst ever soccer
game. Although this was the case, the boys showed right from the start that with ﬁerce determination and ﬁre in their eyes anything was possible. This showed with only 3 loses for the season. The
boys got along fantastically and were an enthusiastic bunch to coach. They always turned up to
training with a smile and an eagerness to learn.
Luke was the team’s all-rounder. If he wasn’t at one end tackling the opposition you could be
guaranteed he would be at the other scoring a goal. Hugo could be depended on to track back,
tackle and defend the seagull’s goal line, as was Jacob who was always a ﬁerce defender of his goal.
You could always count on Jacob to kick the ball out if it was to close for comfort. Taylor was a
natural attacker, who loved dribbling the ball up the side line and out pacing the defenders to score
(although it didn’t always go in). Max was a bit bewildered at the start of the season but as his
conﬁdence grew he started to show his newly acquired soccer skills, which resulted in some great
defending. Last but not least, Zack. The youngest member of the team he proved that if he was
in the right place at the right time that he had a right boot that was a force to be reckoned with.
06E you had a great season and should be proud of yourselves. Thank you also to all the spectators who cheered the boys along and to everyone who helped out at training.
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6F

Coach: Dave Woresley
Manager: Robin Moore and Carla Grossetti
Team: Jack Gallagher, Ruby Lancaster, Harper Marvin, Marley Moore, Sam Nelson,

6G

Coach: Chris Durante

Manager: Steve Blewitt

Team: Alec Durante, Logan Charlton, Jack Anderson, Bryn Schwarzl, Lachlan
Blewitt, Tyler Szostak

Jet Woresley
It was a terriﬁc introduction to playing football for all members of the mighty 6F Seagulls 2010.
Each team member made a great contribution and improved throughout the season.
There was plenty of good sportsmanship with the team supporting each other and shaking hands
with their opposition after every game. Most games were a goal scoring bonanza and the team
recorded wins almost every week.
Dave did a top job coaching and encouraging the kids. His efforts deﬁnitely made a big difference with the kids enjoying themselves and improving their skills. Having the World Cup on in the
season didn’t hurt either, especially when the kids started trying to copy the passing. Carla did well
in the manager role keeping everyone informed about game locations and the like. Thanks very
much also to all the parents and grandparents for bringing the players and supporting the team.

With all but Alec having their ﬁrst year playing soccer, the Under 6Gs had an enjoyable season
providing a number of talking points for the parents on the sideline, whether it be on game day or
at Tuesday afternoon training.
When Jack wasn’t entertaining us with his one-liners, he was busting moves on the ﬁeld particularly
with his kicks from the sideline. Lachlan regularly used his characteristic bash and barge technique
to score his goals this season. Bryn consistently put his body on the line, and while he showed us he
can kick the ball well, he was caught more than once in the ﬁring line of the opposition. Logan can
dribble a mean ball and more than a few times he found the back of the net. Tyler was unlucky
the season ﬁnished prematurely because he was just starting to hit his straps with some real force in
his kicks. Alec’s left foot got the team going forward and he managed to pop the odd goal with it as
well.
Thanks to all the parents for their support throughout the season. It was most enjoyable. See you
all back at Seagulls again in 2011.
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6H

Coach: Phil Healy

Manager: John Kingston

Team: Alexander Russell, Ethan Kingston, Harry Tynan, Kaeden Healy, Kyan
Hackett, Samuel Cornock, Zac Taylor.

6i1

Coach: Brett Montgomery

Manager: Tanya Carlson

Team: Kurt Montgomery, Max Lehman, William Morrison, Cruz McKee, Ziggy
Carlson, Luke Coady

Won 9 out of 13 games. Interestingly the For and Against was 43 to 47, Biggest defeat 0-13 against
Cronulla RSL. Biggest win 9-5 against Engadine Eagles.

The U6i1’s showed amazing improvements throughout the season. For all members of our team
this was their ﬁrst season of soccer and they had much to learn.

The 6H team (nicknamed “Heroes”) were all 1st time soccer players. There were a few standout
players to commence the season, but by the end everyone was playing well and most players received the “best player” award more than once for an all-round team performance. After winning
the 1st game, the Heroes had a patchy mid-season, especially with all the wet weather cancelling
valuable training and game time, but played fantastically towards the back end of the season with
a strong ﬁnish by winning 3 straight games.

Each week our team showed improvements in their ball skills, defensive play and passing the ball.
Some amazing goals were scored during the season by Kurt and Max and all team members
scored a goal during the season. Will and Cruz consistently showed their determination and focus
on the ﬁeld each week. Luke and Ziggy both showed big improvements in their ball skills and
defensive play.

The team was represented by 7 little Heroes. Alexander dribbled the ball with skill playing every
position on the ﬁeld often scoring goals, Ethan was our big kicker scoring some goals from half
way and tackled strongly, Harry improved a lot, kicking some great goals towards the end of the
season, Kaeden improved throughout the year and didn’t miss a game or training, Kyan the smallest member of the team, deﬁnitely looked the part with baggy pants, oversized shirt & headband,
performed a skilful header in the last game, Sam was a very determined player, scoring not only
goals, but a few injuries throwing his body into every game and Zac was a very versatile player and
saved plenty of goals as the Heroes last line of defence.

Our team all worked hard during each game to ensure the opposition didn’t get to score. A big
thanks to Super Coach Brett and Greg for their efforts and patience at training.

The whole Hero team played incredibly well and continued to improve throughout the season. All
team family members are very proud of their efforts and respect for team members and opposition
players, while having loads of fun for an enjoyable season.
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6i2

Coach: Michael Keogh

Manager: Mimi Ladkani

Team: Matthew Pitt, Nicholas Keogh, Conor Mc Fadden, Ben Scullino, Jaxon Woods
and Sam Fazio.

6J1

Coach: Mal Smith

Manager: Dominique Hill

Team: Clay Smith, Peter Cuciti, Sam Hill, Hayden Ruxton, Charlie Richardson and
Matthew Cooke.

2010 was a fantastic year for meeting the most wonderful kids and parents to match in one team. Great
friendships have been formed. We were very lucky to receive a very committed coach, Michael Keogh,
yes that’s you! - whose ability and happy-go-lucky outlook on life gave the kids a great platform to succeed and learn each time they spent time with him.

I can still remember the ﬁrst time the boys got together. It was a hot and steamy Sunday afternoon at
Woolooware Oval. The boys were graded together for their ﬁrst trial matches, while the parents sat and
watched with great anticipation. It was difﬁcult at ﬁrst; each boy took their turn to come off the ﬁeld,
over-awed by the occasion of playing a new game, with a few tears shed by both boy and parent.

The season was eventful with eight wins, one draw and four losses. Never a dull moment. They formed
a great combination. Nick the master dribbler was fearless in his attack and his improvement throughout the year has been phenomenal. He always had a smile on his face and is a true professional already.
Then there was Matty, the pocket rocket extraordinaire, who with his speed and ability was everywhere
in no time; and with Nick not far away, they both terrorised the opposition every week. But the true
spirit of the game was not with the scoring, but with the teamwork achieved from all, especially Ben and
Jaxon who gave it their all and committed themselves to supporting the team and being there - in sickness and in health. Their skills have improved immensely from the ﬁrst week ‘til now and they should
be very proud. Another skilful player, Conor, showed he was deﬁnitely a force to be reckoned with as
his achievements included speed, determination and style; while Sam and his classy footwork always
managed to get to the ball in time for a big kick. He never stopped and always had a go with a smile on
his dial!

As the competition progressed, the boys developed their own particular style of football; some were
extremely competitive to get the ball, others would wait for their opportunity once the ball came their
way. Although goals were sparse in the ﬁrst half of the season, , goals came a-plenty towards the end,
with all players having a share in either scoring or contributing towards goals, culminating in every
player being awarded the Man of the Match Award during the season.

What a fantastic team of parents too, we couldn’t have hoped for a better bunch. Thanks to all of you
for being a part of this wonderful journey and for getting the kids to training. Thank you Michael for
being YOU. Thank you also for your dedicated approach and initiative with the training every week,
rain, hail or shine. To all the Mums and Dads … well, you know it … you’re an awesome bunch. Well
done 6I2’s. All the best for next year.

Peter, code named “Superboot” for the great shots at goals each game, had a great debut season. Charlie developed such ﬁne skills that even parents from other teams would comment on how well he played,
scoring goals at will! Matty put all his efforts into contributing and setting up goals through his ﬁne
dribbling skills. Hayden managed to save us on many occasions, through his ability in reading the game
and defending with vigour when called upon, using his quick pace. Sam was able to mow down teams
at leisure, sending our team on constant counter-attacks, resulting in setting up many ﬁne team goals
and ﬁnally, Clay ‘the enforcer’; for his determination and competiveness in ﬁne speedy cover tackles,
prevented many goals from being scored against us and even scoring the odd goal or two himself.
Boys: great start to your soccer careers. We all look forward to seeing you develop into ﬁne soccer players!
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6J2

Coach: Nick Hudson

Manager: Mellissa Chandler

Team: Tristan Quezada, Luca Cincotta, Mitchell Chandler, Henry O’Leary, Izayah
Hudson, Blake Coulthar

What a wonderful effort for our ﬁrst time under 6’s. It was a fantastic season watching you all grow
and learn about the game. 2010 was an invaluable fun year for the boys with their football development. It was very clear in the beginning of the season that this group of boys would enjoy
their season together. The team united and the ﬁrst game was outstanding.
The boys did a great job all year and have all thrived and improved in what was a tough competition. This is the ﬁrst year that any of the boys have played and they have made an impressive
improvement with their ball skills. Luca, Henry, Blake, Tristan, Izayah and Mitchell all became
better players with the much needed patience of Coach Nick. A special mention to Tim, John,
Rebecca and Michelle in helping out with training on those bitter cold evenings when Nick was
unable to make it
A big thank you to the parents, grandparents, uncles and aunties for supporting the boys during
2010. Well Done Boys on your ﬁrst and fantastic season.

6WI

Coach: Geoff Woolley

Manager: Michelle Heinrich

Team: Aimee Gougeon, Tamsin Woolley, Jade Oliver, Mia Hassbach, Scarlet Waters,
Heidi Thornley, Tara Thornley

The U6W1 team came together with a diverse mix of girls (and skills!) We had great representation from South Cronulla School, Waratah Street Child Care, and strong links to the Seagulls from
prior years. A number of the girls played their ﬁrst tentative game of soccer in 2010, gradually
warming to the idea of kicking, chasing and tackling. Others demonstrated well developed ball
skills and a huge dose of determination and tenaciousness. This resulted in a small number of
players scoring all the goals (you know who you are!)
Given the diverse mix of skills (and a combination of ‘on and off days”) the team unfortunately
lost more games than won. We did have a number of strong wins, with a couple of 10+ scores,
rewarding the vigorous verbal support provided by the parents. Most importantly though, the girls
increasingly enjoyed their soccer and celebrated their victories. We as parents are very proud of
each and every one of you! Like most teams our season was affected by the consistently wet weather. A lack of regular training inhibited our ability to develop a cohesive passing game. However a
noticeable improvement in ball handling was shown, particularly in the latter stages of the year.
Many thanks to all the parents, family members and friends for the terriﬁc support from the sidelines during the year. The girls did not lack for verbal instruction! And a huge thanks to Geoff and
Alan for their assistance in training. Here’s hoping that the team stays together in 2011 and the
girls go from strength to strength!
Michelle
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6W2

Coach: Richard Andrikis

Manager: Rachelle Harrington

Team: Sarah-Bronte Andrikis, Mackenzie Foskett, Sophie Bray, Annabelle Harrington,
Eva Ozolins, Alyssa Johnson and Kendra Blattman.

For most of the girls, the 2010 soccer season was their introduction to a new team sport. The 6W
girls’ competition proved to be competitive and successful season.
By the end, all the girls had become good friends. They enjoyed playing together after the match,
as much as they enjoyed actually playing the game! The girls had a number of good wins during
the season and their improvement throughout the year was encouraging. They now have a solid
grasp of basic soccer skills and showed good sportsmanship over the season.
The highlights of the year were the constant group hugs, whenever the team scored a goal. The
girls also really enjoyed their end of season dinner.
I would really like to thank the parents for their support and encouragement of the girls, both at
the games and at training. They all made me very proud to be their coach. A big thank you to ﬁrsttime manager Rachelle Harrington. Hopefully you will all be back in 2011.
Richard Andrikis

7A1

Coach: Mark Burns and Nick Palmer

Manager: Emma Palmer

Team: Jake Burns, Oscar Waser, John O’Connor, Reid Jones, Kaegan Aslund and
Alexander Palmer.

The 7A1’s had another successful season with just one loss. Wins were much harder to come by
this year, with a number of tough - and at times brutal - games. But the boys stuck to playing
football at all times.
Lightning-quick Reid could only be more effective in defence if he built a brick wall in front of the
goal. His miracle tackle against Georges River was a highlight of the season. Action man Kaegan
doesn’t seem to understand the meaning of the word ‘fear’. He combined blockbuster tackles with
a liberal sprinkling of goals. Goal machine John is quite simply the best individual talent of his age
in the Shire. His quicksilver feet and ability to score from anywhere won a number of tight games.
Big-hearted Jake started our defence in the opposition half, by hounding defenders out of possession time and again, setting up plenty of goals. Quiet achiever Alex’s passing and positional play is
the best in the team, and he made innumerable tackles every game. George unearthed a real rough
diamond in soccer tyro Oscar. His stunning maiden season saw him combine ferocious defence
with a couple of memorable hat-tricks.
The team’s passing and dribbling skills have improved vastly over the season and we can’t wait to
unleash them on the bigger pitch as U8’s next year!
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7A2

Coach: Ben Horvath.

Manager: Mick Hickey.

Team: Alexandra Casella, Cruz Horvath, Ben Hickey, Ace Haslam, Darcy Hill and
Kane Herbert.

The 7A 2’s were a pleasure to coach during what turned out to be a pretty successful 2010 season.
All six boys improved their ball control, passing skills, positional play and even tactical awareness
towards season’s end. Believe it or not, there were even some encouraging glimpses of movement
off the ball, and well timed runs into space at some training sessions.

7B1

Coach: Craig Mackenzie

Manager: Matt King

Team: Ethan Vella, Vaughan Mackenzie, Angus King, Henry Fisher, Nicholas
Crowe, Luke James and Kyran Bishop.

Despite a stop-start season as a result of the weather, the boys (and parents) had a great season:
winning eight, drawing one and losing three. In all but one game, they were extremely competitive,
which is a great effort considering ﬁve of the boys played in the J’s last year and two were new to
soccer.
Player highlights:

I’d like to thank a committed bunch of parents who believe in and support their children’s development as football players, and I hope to keep this strong, close-knit group together next year so they
can further enhance their understanding of the beautiful game. If the boys keep working hard,
and all put a bit of time into honing their skills during the summer, I am quietly conﬁdent they
should have another good season on the slightly bigger pitches in the 8A’s next year.
As a team, the results garnered in 2010 were encouraging. The boys achieved nine convincing
wins, contested three tight draws, and suffered only two narrow one goal losses.
More importantly though, team camaraderie improved, technical and dribbling skills were reﬁned,
and the boys began to grasp and enjoy the idea of looking, acting and behaving like a disciplined
sporting team - both at training and on match day.
Ben Horvath.

Luke James enjoyed his ﬁrst year of soccer, with the highlight being his ﬁrst goal and Man of the
Match with his extended family in attendance. Well done Luke.
Kyran Bishop was also in his ﬁrst year and, after taking some time, really showed some improvement towards the end of the year, particularly in defence.
Angus King – try beating Angus in defence. No chance. He was keen and committed, and has
perhaps the longest run-up of any player.
Nicholas Crowe also had a great year, particularly those games where he had his ”head in the
game”, when he showed real skill and commitment.
Vaughan Mackenzie played consistently well all year and is perhaps the best reader of the game in
the team. Scored some good goals and saved plenty!
Henry (shin pads) Fisher had a great season and was always keen and committed. Possesses some
excellent ball skills and also learned to read the game well.
Ethan Vella – player of the season. Scored some crackers, screamers and scorchers. Ethan has a
real hunger and passion for the game and possesses outstanding ball skills.
Well done boys. Thanks for an enjoyable season and hope to see you all back next year.
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7B2

Coach: Bruce Whitehill

Manager: Penny Cassidy

Team: Leo Boualibane, Marius Candiago, Joel Cassidy, Rhys Hauster, Mitchell Pitt
& Thomas Whitehill

What an awesome season the 7B2’s had. Under the watchful eye of their coach Bruce Whitehill,
this group of talented youngsters bonded and played like champions from their ﬁrst game. Their
success on the ﬁeld came from the great teamwork they developed throughout the season.
All players tried their hand at various positions. Mitchell and Rhys established themselves as great
defenders while still pushing the ball towards and in our goals. Thomas and Leo played wonderfully through the middle, helping to defend and attack while setting up wonderful plays. Goals were
scored by most of the team with frequent near misses. Marius a deﬁnite all rounder scored from
many angles and Joel with his passion for scoring put the ball in the net on numerous occasions
with his fancy footwork.
Thank you to our wonderful support crew (parents, relatives & friends) that made this season fantastic. We will miss the 7B2 team, what a great group of boys.

7C

Coach: Greg Cooper

Manager: Cassie Romberg

Team: Nicholas Colgan, Max Cooper, Finley Moore, Max Nelson, Nat Pearson, Guy
Romberg

Throughout the season as a team the boys had a pretty even number of wins and losses whilst displaying the best manner of sportsmanship on all occasions. In my ﬁrst year as coach I have to say
I have thoroughly enjoyed training the boys and look forward to next season. The improvement in
ball skills, passing, shooting and running surpassed my expectations as the boys developed into real
team players noticed by all who braved the cold to watch the boys do battle each week.
Individually each of the boys has found their place in the team by displaying varying attributes
which have helped bond the 7C’s together. Nicholas the most talented player to start with who
developed well, he missed a few games but always looked to score and pass at the top end of the
ﬁeld a forward by nature. Max (son of dedicated father/coach) produced a few surprising long
range goals and his clearing defense kicks were always useful during tough fought games, a sweeper
in the making. Guy loved to be running toward the front of the game where the action is with
many goals and set ups over the season centre-mid maybe. Finley often created great defensive
runs always protecting the rear with covering tackles turning the ball and passing selﬂessly up the
ﬁeld, a deﬁnite defender at heart. Max turned out to be the proliﬁc goal scorer of the team most
weeks and a real striker of the future, at his best creating offensive runs. Nat showed the greatest
improvement across the season length ﬁnishing off in the last game by playing his best game of the
year and scoring to top it off.
Well done 7C’s, see you next year
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7D

Coach: Larry Nicholas

Manager: Daren Draganic

Team: Leroy Carlson, Ashton Draganic, Jake Montgomery, James Morrison, Thomas
Nicholas, Sebastian Parry

What a fantastic year for the Seagulls U7D team! The team had an equal number of wins, draws
and losses and scored 43 goals over the year. However, more importantly, the boys put 100 percent
effort into every game and played with a wonderful spirit and sense of fair play. Everyone scored a
goal and contributed to a great season. All of the boy’s skills improved signiﬁcantly and by the end
of the year there was a real sense of teamwork.
Leroy was the big improver, scoring a goal in his ﬁrst ever game, Leroy got better as he learnt the
game, supporting his team mates and making a great contribution. Ashton was another player who
improved over the year, making some scorching runs with the ball and as the season progressed his
tackling and involvement in the game developed. Jake’s tackling was fearless. He also scored some
great goals over the season.
James showed everyone what a great all round player he was in defense, attack and eating oranges
at half time. Thomas was our leading goal scorer, with his energy, speed and great ball control. Sebastian was our ice cool defender at the back. Whenever the opposition broke through, Sebastian
was there to stop them.
Thanks to all the mums and dads for getting the boys to training and the games. Hopefully all the
boys will be back together again next year.

7E

Coach: Rob Nicolai

Manager: Lisa Hoffman

Team: Owen Hoffman, Bailey Nicolai, Maya Simpson, Holly Morel, Dominique
Honeman, Jorja Matthews.

This was a great season for this newly formed team. Everyone was eager and enthusiastic to play
and they always showed great team spirit which was a pleasure to watch. Many of the players
didn’t know each other before joining the team but it did not take long for everyone to bond and
work well together.
During the season there was a big improvement from everyone (mainly due to the excellent coaching from Rob). The drills and ball skill exercises they did each week at training deﬁnitely helped
in getting the kids more focused on working as a team rather then just trying to score a goal by
themselves. There was also a noticeable improvement in our defense over the season with the kids
learning how to correctly get the ball off the opposition. We had some tough games and often the
team played better in these games as they tended to be more focused when they were losing and
keen to get ahead.
We had lots of fun this year, at the games and also at the training sessions (which I know got very
cold at the end of the season). I would like to thank Rob for his excellent coaching, and also all the
parents and who supported the players and got the kids to each game and training session on those
early Saturday mornings and cold Tuesday nights.
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7F

Coach: Melissa McCullagh

Manager: Daniel Spagnolo

Team: Nicholas Kasavetis, Joshua Kayes, Julian Kerr, JasperMcCullagh, Ryan Melia,
Alex Spagnolo, Marc Spagnolo.

7H

Coach: Wayne Leighton & Guy Turner

Manager: Justin Woodford

Team: Dane Cornish, Jovan Ives, Riley Leighton, Isaac Lowry-Smit, Ryder
O’Donnell, Bryce Tinker, Reef Turner
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7W

Coach: Anna Fahd

Manager: Tracey Parkes

Team: Michaela, Erin, Charlotte, Zoe, Jeorgie and Laura Conroy.

8A1

Coach: Steven Heapy

Manager: Peter Swatosch

Team: Hamish Lindstrom, Jai Wilson, Jake Doyle, Lachlan Swatosch, Mitchell Heapy,
Oliver White, Rafferty Lancaster and Tristan Glanznig.

The girl’s team had a wonderful time this season with a few wins.
Michaela had an impressive eye for saving many goals; Erin displayed some clever foot-work;
Charlotte had some great kicks; Zoe showed fantastic kick and chase work; Jeorgie was good at
kick and defence; and Laura Conroy was our goal match winner and helped the team in every way.
Our fun spirit and athleticism made for a great season and the Coach congratulates all of you.
Well done!

The team had another outstanding year and were a pleasure to coach. We won most games, with
one loss and one draw throughout the year. That’s three losses in three years, which is a fantastic
team effort!
The boys really enjoyed the step up, playing on the larger ﬁelds. The standard of teams in the 8A’s
this year was very high and we had some really tough games. On many occasions, the boys had to
really dig deep, which they did.
Each of the boys contributed to the success of the team, both at training and during the games,
improving as the year progressed.
Hamish was our Mr Versatile, playing equally well anywhere on the ﬁeld and making some
spectacular saves throughout the year when in goal. Jai scored some fantastic goals and was always
a threat to the opposition when up front. Jake was our solid defender and mid-ﬁelder, improving
his skills and positional play throughout the year. Lachlan proved to be a very athletic mid-ﬁelder,
making some great runs with the ball with his keen eye on scoring a goal. Mitch was our engine
room in the mid ﬁeld, showing his ball skills moving up and down the ﬁeld with ease.
Oliver was our left footed mid-ﬁelder and attacker, scoring some goals from unbelievable positions
throughout the year. Raf, or Mr Determination, never took a backward step in attack and defence
and scored many a goal. Tristan was our rock at the back, with his ability to read the play and
strong defence, he made it very difﬁcult for our opposition to score.
A big thank you to Peter our manager, who made my job easy, and all the parents and grandparents, for their support on those cold windy mornings. We always had an enthusiastic chorus of
voices on the sideline cheering the boys on.
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8A2

Coach: Charlie Mellino

Manager: Damian Stonestreet

Team: Alex Aguilar, Bryce Hansen, Callan Hyland, Rocco Mellino, Declan Mulcahy,
Max Panarello, Joel Rutherford, Samuel Stonestreet and Lachlan Williams.

Well, it’s been three years since the core of this team has played together, with humble beginnings
in the lower divisions in the 6’s and 7’s. It was time to add another two additions to the team this
year and commence our aspirations to play with the best. Declan and Joel joined this great little
team, commencing in the B’s. Going through undefeated in the B’s, the boys got a chance to play
in the A’s and test their ability.
This year the boys commenced playing on the larger ﬁeld – which came with the larger goals and
goal keepers. It certainly was an interesting time at the beginning, adjusting to the many changes!
But, as usual, the boys handled it brilliantly, with some outstanding displays of soccer and team effort throughout the year. With the step up in grade half way through the year, they certainly found
it tougher and they rose to the challenge every week, which is what they deserved after awesome
performances every week.
With another year over and all the boys coming together nicely, I would like to thank Damian
our manager, for another great year of assisting me and most importantly the parents, for their
continued support. Every week I get asked: How do you do it? And how do you ﬁnd the time? But
with this great bunch of kids and the love of the game not only shared by me, but also the kids,
they make it easier.
Coach Charlie.

8C

Coach: Eddie Mostaghimi

Manager: Maureen Mostaghimi

Team: Maryam Mostaghimi, Zak Compton-Perry, Maximus Alcott, Peter Vergados,
Lachlan Sheridan, Nicholas Grinham, Kaden Peat, Ronan Mauro and Oliver Roach

As a coach, all you hope or wish for is that you have some sort of impact on the kids you’re training, or visa-versa. I am pleased to say that working with this bunch of kids has been rewarding,
and at times challenging. We have seen the season through with an outstanding performance. We
played 12 games with seven wins, four draws and one loss, scoring 38 goals and conceded 16 in
total.
Being a new team, we managed to work together and achieve what many teams take over one
season to obtain: TEAMWORK.
Our kids learned how to be team players and good sports. They have all thrived and improved in
what was a tough competition. With only one game conceded, we have deﬁnitely left our mark.
There was excellent ball control, not to mention quality passing, which made winning the games a
whole lot easier and fun. With wash outs on most Tuesdays (our training night), it was always going
to be tough, but we managed to get through it without any hiccups. The success of the team was
both a mixture of determination from the kids and support and encouragement from the parents.
Thanks to the parents who put in the time and effort to make sure the kids made it to the games
and training on time.
Well, all in all we had a brilliant season. The great left foot of Max; solid and hard play of Zak;
sneaky turnaround skills of midﬁeld Ronan; brilliant playmaker skills of Maryam; the outstanding midﬁeld force of Kaden; the shiny tackling foot of Oliver; the goal hungry, never stopping
Lachlan; the lethal wall of defence Peter; and to the ever ﬁre attacking Nicholas; you all made this
team successful. You should be very proud of yourselves. Thank you all for your encouragement
and support throughout the season, it was greatly appreciated.
We played 12 games with 7 wins, 4 draws and 1 loss, we scored 38 goals and conceded 16.
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8D1

Coach: Mark Hockey

Manager: Ben Fairfax

Team: Zachary Cambridge, Joshua Camilleri, Harrison Cooke, Harrison Fairfax,
Brock Haslam, Jaiden Lloyd, David Maroki, Mitchell Smith, Archie Taylor

8D2

Coach: Robert Zasadzki

Manager: Dominic Natoli

Team: Jimmy Bray, Angus Cunningham, Jack Doyle, Keegan Hanslow, Sean
O’Connor, Connor Natoli, Luke Wedesweiler, Thomas Wyer, Ben Zasadzki

As Coach and Manager it is very easy to say that it has been an absolute pleasure to coach the
8D1’s this year. At the beginning of the year we set down a couple of simple rules with the most
important one being to play as a team and to enjoy the game and that is exactly how the season
unfolded. Whilst we missed a lot of games this year to rain when they were on the ﬁeld they
played some very entertaining soccer, with some great defense and fantastic attack scoring goals
from all parts of the park.

A highly successful season that saw the boys achieve 7 wins, 3 draws and 3 losses. We managed to
score 45 goals and concede 28. This team has become tightly knit over the past 3 seasons and it
has been an absolute pleasure to be involved with a great group that really enjoy and apply themselves to their football. Our game really developed this year as the boys continue to mature and
listen to the lessons from training. It was great to see by season end the maturity in our game and
the development of our passing game.

As the season progressed you could see each of the boys start to settle into positions they felt most
comfortable with. In the backs and the halves Harrison Fairfax, Harrison Cooke, Archie, Jaiden
and Brock made life difﬁcult for any team to get through and continually turned the defense into
attack, often setting up goals with great passes or scoring themselves. Whilst up front Joshua,
Zachary, Mitchell and David always had the opposition guessing, running in to gaps, passing well
to set up each other and scoring goals from every angle.

Of more importance is the friendship and camaraderie within this team on both sides of the
sideline. Goal celebrations usually comprised a fair bit of entertainment. Our results this year were
achieved as a real team effort where every single player made a signiﬁcant contribution on each
Saturday morning.

For a team of boys who had not all known each other before the season, they immediately ﬁtted in
and formed a great group of soccer players. The boys were always keen to learn, respected each
other, continually improved in their skill and conﬁdence and provided some very entertaining soccer. A special thanks to all the parents, grandparents, sisters and brothers for the great support all
year. Congratulations to the boys for a fantastic year and one we are extremely proud to be a part
of. Well done and we look forward to 2011.

As the season comes to an end, we encourage all of the boys to play again next season, and thank
all of the parents for bringing the boys to training and the games on often a cold morning. A very
big thank you to our coach Rob who went over and above with his personal time to coach and
mentor the team, I know the boys really appreciated all of your time, energy, passion and effort.
Here’s to another great season in 2011, have a wonderful and safe off season.
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8E

Coach: Matthew Perfrement , Annmarie Rayer
Manager: Julie Vinson
Team:

Maxime Rayer , Jett Connell, Joshua Bell, Nicholas Perfrement , Dimitri

8F

Coach: Jason Bennett

Manager: Chris Gougeon

Team: Kye Brown, Charlie Chegwidden, Blake Cunningham, Beau Gougeon, Jesse
Atkins, Aaron Wilson, Harriet Hurst, Ava Orman, Finn Jackson and Zach Hornby.

Hondronikolas, Liam Dennis, Joshua Watson, Jade Vinson , Luca Durante and Tom
Callander.
Congratulations to the 8F’s this year.
The 8E team was lucky enough to have most of the players back up from last year, with the addition of Maxime and Jett, which only added to this great team. I had the pleasure to coach the
team with the support of Jules, Annmarie, great parents and kids. It certainly was a pleasurable
experience to be involved with this team.
We certainly enjoyed some great soccer. The team improved with every match and displayed some
great skills. Although we only had one loss throughout the season, there were many close games
and this kept our parents and supporters cheering. Most importantly, the soccer was played in a
good spirit and great friendships were enjoyed amongst the players, and we had no major injuries
during the year.
Well done to all our players. You should be proud of your efforts this season! Thanks to all the
parents, grandparents and friends who came along to support each week.
Once again a special thanks to Jules for managing the team (again) and to Mark, for organising the
substitutions each week. Your patience with the children surely qualiﬁes you for a higher calling!
Overall, it was a great fun season, played with a great spirit, with all the kids’ skills improving and
enjoying their soccer.
Thanks for a great year, It was a pleasure to be involved with a ﬁne group of kids and parents.

After a shaky start with only one win from our ﬁrst three games, the team really rallied together,
trained hard, and went on to be undefeated for the rest of the season.
Teamwork was the highlight of the season for me. With each game, I saw the team pass the ball
more to set up their team mates. The goals were shared around, with just about every player scoring.
Charlie was our top scorer with Kye , Charlie and Aaron all scoring hat tricks. Every player should
give themselves a pat on the back as every win was a team effort, which made it harder each week
to choose player of the match!
A special thanks to all the parents who helped me at training too. It was a great help.

Matthew Perfrement
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8G

Coach: Jeff Galea

Manager: Helena Pipic

Team: Nicholas Galea, Daniel Pipic, Thomas Ryan, Connor Polias, Daniel McNeill,
Joel Corbett, Nat Jones, Hayden Powell, Lachlan Ward, Zane Wharfe.

8H

Coach: Adrian Harvey

Manager: Michelle Byrne

Team: Sam Byrne, Sebastian Cincotta, Charlotte Gallagher, Katya Harvey, Finn
Jackson, Siena Johnson, Huntter Keyes-A’Hern, Mia Marvin, Joshua Micallef,
Isabellah Walker, Timothy Witherden,

All the boys have bonded extremely well together this year and proved to themselves thet what they
learn at training pays dividends on the game days regardless of the result. Positional play was the
key issue this year and after only 4 games it was easy to allocate the positions best suited for the
boys. Passing and holding positions was a clear advantage over our competitors as we scored a total
of 45 goals and unfortunately conceded 24 goals over a total of 12 games. In round 12 we were
upgraded from the U8H to U8G and the boys seemed to shine even brighter.
Goal keeping and trow-ins were new to the boys this year and they adapted quite well. Our star
goalkeepers this season was Nat and Zane. Star mid ﬁelders Nicholas, Zane, Nat, Tom and Connor. Star strikers Hayden, Daniel M, Lachlan, Daniel P and Joel.
Thanks you to Helena our manager, all the parents, friends and relatives for your sideline support.
I trust we will remember the excitement and pride the boys brought this year. Another thank you
to the junior referee’s in the association who always ruled fair and accurate decisions. Congratulations boys, well done and see you all next season.

Plumbing Services
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8W1

Coach: Andrew Barley

Manager: Megan Sidney

Team: Isabella Audet, Meeka Campbell, Charlotte Heywood, Alex Raatz, Bronte

8W2

Coach: Geoff Woolley

Manager: Trent Haag

Team: Rebecca Haydon, Matilda Woods, Mya Haag, Tess Walker, Rorie O’Hara,

Stark, Olivia Gorick, Harper Sidney, Annika Tan, Mikayla Fernley, Chloe Barley.

Bonnie Docking, Paige Persijn, Annika Woolley, Rennae Lianos and Dianne Lianos.

What a wonderful (yet short) season the 8W/1’s had. For the ﬁrst time the girls had the opportunity to play against other all girl teams throughout the shire which proved to be a huge success. Lets
just say there was a lot of love (as well as the odd cartwheel) on the ﬁeld each Saturday from both
teams which was evident not only from the hugs the girls were giving each other, but most importantly were the huge smiles each and everyone of them had during and after the game. Under the
guidance of ‘Coach Andrew’ the girls have improved immensely from the start of the season. Not
only in their ball skills but also realizing where their strengths lay and playing to these during the
game. Thanks to Andrew for taking them on. We all know it wasn’t easy and have come to realize
you have the patience of a saint!! A big thanks must also go to the supporters on the sideline each
and every game, no matter where the girls were playing. From mums, dads, grandparents, aunts,
uncles, brothers and sisters you all cheered hard and loud and I’m sure the girls appreciated every
moment. Hope to see you all next year.

The girls played extremely well this year and I was very proud of them. All aspects of their game
continued to improve every week and they proved to be really good sports.
Rebecca was outstanding in defence. Matilda, Rorie and Dianne really lifted the team whenever
they were on the ﬁeld. Long time campaigners Mya and Annika read the play well and always
knew where to be. Paige always gave nothing less than 100%. Tess, our “high octane” player, was
just relentless in attack and defence. Rennae, although small in size, had a huge heart and showed
great abilities. And ﬁnally Bonnie, who was our most improved player from last year.
Thanks Trent for your help in managing the team and to all the parents, for supporting the girls
- affectionately known as the “Sooky La La’s.”
Geoff
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9A1

Coach: George Koulouris

Manager: Manager-Lissa Sachr

Team: Ben Raatz, Bennett Williams, Joel Morgan, Cooper Sachr, Max Sidney, Aiden
Dennis, Sean Durkin, Jack Mitsoulas & Alexandros Georgiou

From a coaches point of view it was a pleasure to turn up on Tuesdays and coach such a talented
bunch of kids who are soccer mad. Make no mistake this is one of the best skilled team in ssg in
the shire.
The boys had an outstanding year losing one game only. They also played the leading u9 team
from the St George association a couple of times during the year producing some awesome results.
They also won the U9 Bosco tournament and on the way doing so produced a 10 goal win in the
semi ﬁnal in just a 20 minute game.
I would like to thank the parents for their support and efforts in getting the kids to training and
games. I know it takes a lot of commitment especially for those out of town games in very cold
nights. It gives me a great pleasure to see a bunch of parents putting in so much in the development of their kids sport.

9A2

Coach: George Koulouris

Manager: Tom Zagoudis

Team: Rebecca Leech, Nicola Leech, Demi Koulouris, Emily Tiernan, Blake
Holden, Nathan Piggott, Charlie Waser & Tristan Moore

What a year this team has had after starting as the 9B2 and producing
some big results they were for the 3rd year in a row promoted to A
grade. Once again it was a pleasure to coach this team and watching the
kids improve week in week out was very satisfying. Our new incomers
Emily, Nathan, Tristan & Charlie had some big shoes to ﬁll and they did it
in style. Our season campaigners Rebecca, Nicola, Demi & Blake were once
again awesome.
The 9A2 went through the year in losing only just one game, which is a
great achievement. If there was an award for the most determined and
improved team, this team would have won it hands down. They also made the
grand ﬁnal in the U9 Bosco tournament only to go down to our brother
9A1.

Overall a very enjoyable year.
Once again I would like to thank the parents for their support and
commitment and kind words. I have coached some of these kids for 5 years
and have had the pleasure watching them improve and develop their
skills. Overall a great season. The team over achieved, no one expected them
to do so well, - congratulation kids I am very proud and appreciate your
efforts. I would like to thank the assisted coaches Tom Zagoudis and Brad
Piggott for their help and input.
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9B

Coach: John Hanney

Manager: Scott Bultitude

Team: Zack Barley, Carl Barton, Ryan Bultitude, Billy Corbett, Mitchell Hanney,
Harrison Jurd, Angus Lehmann, Tristan Maher, Bailey Summerhayes

9C

Coach: Shane Emms

Manager: Dianne Maddern

Team: PRemy Carlson, Dane Coady Brayden Emms, Liam Dixon, Christopher Lee,
Harrison Maddern, Jack Moran, Ryan Walker, Jake Watson

A very successful season for the boys, lots of wins and only two losses and one draw. Most of the
team hadn’t played together before the season commenced so to see them gel as a team and friends
during the season and improve their skills was very pleasing to watch.

Congratulations to the 9Cs on a great season of football. The newly formed team had a challenging start to the season but through their commitment and teamwork the boys quickly proved they
were a very skilled and energetic team.

Special thanks to Coach Hanney for his enthusiasm, commitment, patience etc. on match day as
well as those freezing training nights. Also, a big thank you to the parents, siblings and grandparents who turned up to cheer the boys on in such a positive manner. There were many highlights
during the year; great defence, exciting attack, sensational goals, great saves, determination, team
work, skills and goal celebrations. Each player contributed to the success of the team and the following helped to deﬁne their contribution to the team:

The boys fought out many tough games which kept the parents and spectators loving every second.
They showed great sportsmanship in victory and the odd defeat which is an absolute credit to
them. The boys ﬁnished the season with a spectacular victory over one of the top sides and we
are all very proud of them.

Zack Barley – the rock of our defence, nobody gets past Zack.
Carl Barton – reminds me of the energizer bunny; wind him up and watch him go all day.
Ryan Bultitude – fantastic reactions that saved many goals.
Billy Corbett – sensational left boot netted many goals.
Mitchell Hanney – invented the plane post goal celebration that Jarrad Hayne has now copied.
Harrison Jurd – dynamic in the midﬁeld, setting up many attacking raids.
Angus Lehmann – resolute, tenacious, dogged, determined, unwavering.
Tristan Maher – silky ball skills beat countless defenders.
Bailey Summerhayes – speed to burn and sensational in defence.

A huge thanks to the parents for their encouragement and support throughout the season and the
participation in cold winter training sessions. A big thanks to Dianne and Scott Maddern for their
commitment and management of the team.
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9D

Coach: Garth Young
Team:

Manager: Matt King

Isaac Camilleri, Joshua Cowie, Jeremy Curra, Nathan Ford, Callum King,

Callum Smith, Marcus Wilson, Andrew Youkhana, Reece Young,
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9W1

Coach: Philip Kettlewell

Manager: Lisa Rampoldi

Team: Alexandra Rampoldi, Amy Munns, Bethany Arentz, Emily Rampoldi, Emma
Hardie, Kate Hawkings, Leah Rampoldi, Pip Kettlewell, Sophia Fazio

This season saw the team step up and take on the change of the new “all girl” competition with
enthusiasm. A very successful season with the girls winning all but 2 games. It was lovely to see
the girls putting in a great effort not only at each game, but also at each training session. Much to
the delight of coach Philip, the girls took the skills learned at training and used them on the ﬁeld
each Saturday morning.
The team now play in positions and take these on with enthusiasm. Each and every girl played fair
and strong and with a smile. Alexandra, Amy, Bethany, Emily, Emma, Kate, Leah, Pip and Sophia
should all be very proud of their efforts. Their great teamwork and sportsmanship were a pleasure
to watch each week.
Special thanks to Philip who gave up his time each week to coach the girls. We couldn’t do it without him. Thanks also to Mick and Dave who assisted Phil at training to control nine “enthusiastic
girls”. It was great to see so many parents, grandparents, friends and dogs on the sideline each
week to support the team. Bring on 2011!
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9W2

Coach: Mark Vella , Robert Chemali

Manager: Claudia Marvin

Team: Hannah MacKenzie, Amy Crowe, Sophie Crowe, Lucy Vella, Jessica
Chemali, Isabella Marvin, Tara McIntyre, Maddison Usalj, Jordyn Matheson

10A

Coach: Mark Wedesweiler

Manager:

Team: Adrian Aguilar,Tim Ford,Keiran Medway,Harry Sutherland,Ethan
Fletcher,Shai Henare,Rees Hopper,Christian Kalpou,Alex O’Connor,Jacob
Zasadzki,Chris

A very enjoyable season (although sometimes frustrating) was had by all who were associated by
“Girl power”. The girls were a pleasure to coach and their enthusiasm for training and on game
day never wilted even on tough days.
The side had a number of girls who had never played before and they progressed exceptionally
well as the season wore on. A big thank you to parents, grand parents and other supporters (especially “sparky”) who made a huge impact on the sidelines. The encouragement given was sensational and lifted the girls every week.
Hannah was outstanding every weekend and was our player of the season. Sophie and Amy in
their ﬁrst season where naturals and will only continue to get better. Maddy showed great skills and
Tara was always in the thick of the action. Lucy showed tremendous potential and Jordyn’s season
was knocked around because of illness however she was great the weeks she could make it. Bella
and Jessica were also fantastic, showing great skills and giving 100% every time they were on the
ﬁeld.

They came together from various teams last year and one of the hardest things to do was adjust
them into positions and work combinations. To the boy’s credit they adjusted fast and worked
together as a team, their results speak for themselves. The U/10’s competition was a ﬁrst past the
past format without semi’s or ﬁnals being played. A competition ladder was kept and the boys
ﬁnished third on 23pts with 6 wins,5 draws and only 2 losses both by a late goal. With a win in our
ﬁnal game, which was washed out, we could have ended up 2nd. A sensational effort was given by
all. The boys were a delight to train; they all turned up each week and listened to everything I had
to say. We had a lot of fun along they way but there was a lot to be learnt, they took it all in and it
showed with their outstanding results.
Adrian was a force in defence and was outstanding in goals where he helped out a lot. Tim was
brilliant in the backs and a hard one to get around. Harry was the rock, he was sensational at
stopper all year and a major reason for our success. Keiran played in halves and backs and always
played a starring role. Shai was also very versatile, he played in various positions and always gave
me 100%.Ethan always worked hard in the halves creating many opportunities for our forwards.
Rees starred up in the forwards but also was sensational in his role of defensive midﬁeld. Chris
came mid season and instantly added some strike power up front and in the halves, a very versatile
player. Christian was dynamite in the halves and set our forwards up with many scoring opportunities. Jacob was a force in our midﬁeld, a position he dominated most games, an important role he
handled brilliantly both in attack and defence. Alex had a sensational year, was our leading scorer,
and took superb corners and wonderful free kicks, great all round play.
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10C

Coach: Michael Jacobs

Manager: Jenny Ritchie

Team: Alexander Bouris, Joshua Brown, Harrison Cramb, Alex Emerian ,Josh

10D

Coach: Damien Bray

Manager: Katrina Johnson

Team: Billy Bray, Henry Cunningham, Tom Drummond, Darcy Hann, Ben Johnson,

Jacobs, Peter Kasavetis, Guy Lowy, Jordan McDonald, Lachlan McIntyre, Josh

Max Kingsbury West, James McGrath, Daniel Nasrallah, Peter Oglos, Saachin

Ritchie, Nathan Sheridan, Lachlan Tinker

Simpson, Matthew Stretton.

The 10C’s had a great year and the effort that went into every game from all the boys was great to
watch. From the ﬁrst game of the season their determination to get to the ball ﬁrst ensured they
would be successful and the victories followed. As they learned that passing the ball is the best form
of attack on bigger ﬁelds they produced some fantastic soccer that resulted in some amazing goals
and kept all the parents and supporters on the sideline cheering.
Our defence was rock solid all year and was the platform for many of our best performances.
Macca, Joshua Brown, Alexander and Alex worked together really well and turned defence into
attack repeatedly when we were under pressure.
Our midﬁelders Josh Jacobs, Nathan, Guy, Tink and Peter K worked hard all year and were outstanding when they began using the space on the ﬁeld and were able to beat their opponents with
passes through to our forward line.
Up front, our strikers Joshua Ritchie, Harry and Jordan combined well and terrorised the opposition defences with great individual touches and unselﬁsh play.
A big thank you to Michael for all his efforts as Coach and Jenny as Manager who did a great job
keeping us all organised and informed throughout the season.
Season summary: Played 13 Won 11 Lost 2 For 46 against 13

It was a triumphant end to the season with our ﬁrst win on our last game played, don’t know who
was more excited the team or the cheer squad!! This season saw our defense in penetrable at times
with Ben, Saachin, Peter and Tom there to block and send it back at every opportunity. Great job
guys! Whilst Billy, Max, Henry, Darcy and Matt were a force to be reckoned with midﬁeld. Daniel
was a fantastic goalie, even putting his body on the line once after being ill all week. A great effort
this season for James as a striker too. Thanks 10d for another great season!
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10F

Coach: David Shade

Manager: Amanda Fournaris & Anne Clement

Team: Jayme Bishop, Benjamin Shade, Nathan Wallace, Thomas Ludmon, George

10G

Coach: John Williams

Manager: Lita Maguero

Team: Dylan Williams, Isabelle Williams, Ronan Maguero, Josh Standingford, Jack

Fournaris, Jordan McDonald, Oscar Redman, Luke Grinham, Leo Clement, Jake

Hayes, Lena Bradbury, Ariana Tane, Zoey Cunningham, Eloise O’Connor and Oscar

Loong, Bryce Grover and Jan Kwacz.

Briggs.

Oscar, Jordan, Leo Bryce, Thomas, Ben, Jayme and Nathan were all back from last year, ready
and raring to go, and they were happy to welcome George, Jan, Jake and Luke, who were very
welcome additions to the team. The boys bonded together right from the start, and much fun was
had by all!
All in all, the boys held their own in the grade. We probably lost a couple more games than we
won, but with one exception, the losses were only by small margins, and the boys can be proud of
their achievements. Each player got the chance to play in different positions, but also gained experience and developed skills in the areas they preferred and were best suited to. Goal keeping duties
were shared amongst the team, and we saw some spectacular saves and bravery each week.
Our solid back line consisted of Oscar, Jordan, Bryce and Jayme, who did an excellent job at
keeping the opposition out, and clearing the ball away from our goal. George, Leo, Luke and Jake
were our mid ﬁelders and worked hard to keep the opposition from getting through, and to win the
ball back for our front line. Our forwards were Ben, Jan, Nathan and Tom, who always had their
eyes on the goal, and made the most of any goal opportunities that came their way. It was great to
see the boys thinking more about their play and ﬁeld position this year and we saw some accurate
passing and improved technical skills. Our corners were also a feature, with a few goals coming
from great corner kicks and excellent placement in the goal area.
Thank you to Coach David, for giving up his time and doing such a great job coaching the team.
Thanks also for the family support which was always in ﬁne voice on the sideline! The boys were
enthusiastic and gave their very best each game. They never gave up, even when the going got
tough and they can be congratulated on their behaviour, team spirit and sense of fair play. So an
enjoyable season all round – bring on 2011!

10G had a great season this year. Winning a number of games really boosted their morale, especially when the majority of times we were playing an all boys team! The Coach, John Williams,
tried really hard with the team, encouraging them to play in positions (and maintain these positions) during the game. The ﬁrst few games were quite trying, but magically the coaching worked
and positions were maintained and the team played really well together.
The players worked hard with only one substitute and during some games, when a player was
away, the team played the entire game with no rest break. Newcomer to the team Oscar did himself proud by scoring so many goals. Josh continued in ﬁne form, also trying to gain control of the
ball and also scoring many goals. A marked improvement from the previous year goes to Dylan,
who seemed to gain a lot more conﬁdence with the game and it showed when he played. Another
improved player is Jack, who also tried his hardest. Newcomers Eloise and Zoey both did remarkably well, with conﬁdence building with each game. Lena worked hard all through the season,
giving the best she’s got. Isabelle did really well throughout the season and always marked her
opposing player with such eagerness. Ariana was always keen to be out on the ﬁeld, playing and
doing her best to support the other players. Ronan’s niche was defence and he did this well, as well
as giving support to players who weren’t keen on goal keeping.
So thank you team, and thank you John for training the team on your only night off ! Your efforts
and dedication to the team are a credit to you.
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10W

Coach: Geoff Woolley

Manager: Trent Haag

Team: Brittany Robinson, Kiana Haag, Melody Wragg, Sierra Blattman, Lauren

Coach: Mark Wedesweiler

Manager: Geoff Woods

Team: Nathan Wedesweiler, Lachlan Woods, Theo Koulouris, Cameron Staunton,

McKillop, Ciara Woolley, Natasha McNeil, Holly Ralph, Amber Doherty, Lara Quigley

Ben Roberts, Ben Glennan, Cameron Dunn, Henry Fuller, Liam Arthur, Brandon

and Zara Wilson.

Norton and Aaron Delﬁno.

It was a fabulous team effort from all the girls this year. The games were extremely competitive and
exciting to watch. Centre forwards Melody and Sierra really motivated the team with their determination and drive. Wings Sophie and Lauren did an excellent job in moving the ball down the
ﬁeld in attack, and working with the centre forwards, putting continual pressure on the opposition.
Mid-ﬁelders Natasha, Lara, and Zara did a fantastic job of supporting the forwards in attack and
the full backs in defence. Utility players Amber, Holly, and Brittany were worth their weight in gold
for being able to play in any position on the ﬁeld, and playing them so well. Full backs Ciara and
Kiana always did their best to keep the ball away from our goal and moving forward, so we could
be on the attack again.
Special mentions: Sophie, who was our player of the year. Melody, for her huge on ﬁeld contributions to the team. The most improved players were Natasha and Holly. And to the new girls
Lauren, Lara, and Zara, for being such great additions to the team.
Thanks Trent for your help in managing the team and to all the parents, for supporting the girls better known as the “Funny Ha Ha’s.”
Geoff

11A

First of all I just want to thank all the parents for your complete support throughout the year. Being a new team for me, you were all a delight to be associated with. A special thanks to George and
Bernie, who had previously established this wonderful team. You have done a remarkable job with
them, which made my taking over so much easier. Also a special thanks to Geoff, for his assistance
throughout the year as team manager.
Well, we did it! We have just won our grand ﬁnal 3-0, to add to being Minor Premiers, it’s a remarkable achievement which you all should be very proud of !
The bulk of this team have been playing together for a few years now and this year we welcomed
Nathan and Henry who were both playing up a year, Liam who returned from overseas, Cameron
Dunn, and me. We got together with a couple of shaky trial games, but once the competition
started the boys kicked into gear and blitzed their opponents, at one stage leading the comp by 11
points and sealing the minor premiership with a few rounds to go.
Ben R. was sensational in goal, averaging less than a goal a game. Cameron D. held the defence
magniﬁcently in the middle. Ben G was impossible to get past all year with his awesome defence.
Theo was a force to be reckoned with in his defensive roll and kept his opponents away. Henry
played all over the park and was always a danger to his opponents, with his great determination.
Liam was electrifying in the halves and put in 100% for each game. Aaron was upstaging his opponents with his natural skills and ability. Lachlan played all over the park too and did an awesome job, especially in the middle. Cameron S. held the mid-ﬁeld all year with a superb display of
dominance. Nathan led the goal scoring charge with his versatility and skillful play. Brandon led
the team from the front with brilliant displays of skill and versatility.
It’s been a sensational year that you all should be very proud of.
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11B

Coach: Peter Duncan / Cleve Barton
Manager: Maureen Mostaghimi

11C

Coach: Wayne Druery

Manager: Ros Mauro

Team: Jarrod Bell, Clayton Cormie, Rhys Druery, Jayden Woods, Tom Muller, Daniel

Team: Alec Barton, Bailey Sachr, Caelan Faust, Charlie Gluskie, Dion Earle, Essie

Mauro, Jack Herbert, Dimitri Vergados (D1), Dimitri Vergados (D2), Chelsi Williams

Mostaghimi, George Hughs, Harry Waters, Kean McCaw, Ryan Morgan & Nathan

and Sarah Goldsbrough.

Duncan, Stand in Subs: Josh Richie & Josh Jacobs
Early in the season we were able to ﬁnd the best position for each player as well as give the boys a
chance up front. This decision was also helped with our ﬁrst few wins, this was great for all as last
year was not as fruitful on the win front.
Mid way through the season we lost our goalie in Bailey to snow duties. This put us back a few
weeks, after some trials Nathan stepped in as full time goalie. This change has given the team
further conﬁdence across the park. This conﬁdence has also been seen in both midﬁeld & fullbacks
efforts, the combination of Charlie, Harry, Ryan, Caelan & George has seen improved skills in
shepherding, 1 – 2 passing & clearing the area at all costs. This movement forward has made the
forwards of Essie, Kean, Dion & Alec more effective. Both Alec & Dion have been fed good clear
balls from Kean & Essie allowing good crossing into the box thus creating pressure and goals. The
back end of the season saw other issues in illness and holidays. Luckily we were able to call on
the services of Joshua Ritchie & Josh Jacobs from the 10C. Joshua was able to slot into our centre
forward position which was vacated by Nathan. Josh has also found himself at home in defence.
2010 has seen a group of boys ( individuals ) in the start of the season become a team of boys
working for each other. This effort has given the boys the best result in getting to the Grand Final.

In 2010, Seagulls 11C came together from a wide range of past teams to gel quite fast to only
show two losses after seven games. We sat in the top four midway through the season, but due to
two wash-out rounds (9 & 10), we missed the chance to play a couple of lower ranked teams which
hurt our points, as well as our ‘for & against’ tally. We ﬁnished the season one game outside the
top- four.
Going into the ﬁnal round saw teams 3, 4 and 5 all on the same points, which is testament to a well
graded 11C competition. There have not been many easy games for any teams in this competition
all season.
Seagulls 11C established a good positional understanding during the season and built some strong
playing combinations. Clayton is a conﬁdent sweeper with good timing and vision for the run
of play. D1 has improved his timing in defence and conﬁdence to run with the ball. Jack worked
hard on his timing, becoming a more secure defender. Tom has great one-on-one defending ability. Chelsi’s speed and agility are a great asset on the wing. Through great ﬁeld coverage, D2 has
become a roving centre with great defending capacity. Rhys is very solid in midﬁeld, running the
ball with conﬁdence and the ability to strike under pressure. Daniel’s endurance and ball skills are
an asset to the team. Sarah is deceptively one of our strongest tacklers and improved a lot through
the year. Jayden’s strength and striking ability are dominant on the left side in attack. Jarrod would
be our best goalie, but is equally capable as a genuine, close range striker.
Well done to everyone this year. It has been an enjoyable task to coach Seagulls 11C.
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11D

Coach: Elliot Clarke

Asst Coach: Don Picken

Manager: Rod Enright
Team:

Declan Ambrose, Jake Catalano, James Cochran, Flynn Dale Will Duddleston,

Max Enright, Ben Green, Nick James, Ryley O’Sullivan, Jack Picken, Mark Woods.
The Under 11D’s had a fantastic 2010 season. After a slow start, they grew to be a very strong
team as the season progressed. They showed there full potential, by making it into the elimination
semi ﬁnal round, which ended in a 1-1 draw, even after extra time. Unfortunately, our points for
and against meant we did not progress past this round. The boys should all be very proud of their
efforts as a team this year. They all played well together and always showed what true team spirit
is about. Even though our 2010 season is now over, a number of the boys are keen to keep up the
training thru the summer months. Such is their love of the game. A special note of thanks to Elliot
and Don for all the great coaching. Just for the record, the 11D’s won 8 games, lost 5 games and
had 1 draw. Well done. Hope to see everyone again for the kick off in 2011.
Rod Enright
(Manager)

11W

Coach: Kylie Wheeler-Brown

Manager: Jenny Dunn

Team: Olivia Brown, Emilia Castillo, Mikayla Cox, Nicole Dunn, Maddison
Grounds, Georgia Holden, Gabrielle Lucas, Jessica Matheson, Hannah Munns, Edina
Heagney, Brogan Smith, Jessica Swatosch

SEMI-FINALISTS!! ‘W’ does not only stand for ‘Women’, it also stands for Wonderful, Wholesome, Wholehearted, Winners and that’s what the mighty 11Ws are. The team should all be very
proud of themselves. Their soccer skills improved; their ﬁtness improved; they were enthusiastic;
they were loyal to their team mates and supported each other; they were good sports; they showed
respect to their coach(es) and each other; they took turns and did what was best for the team;
they tried hard and never gave up; they were competitive and they entertained their parents every
Saturday.
With 5 wins and 5 losses during the season, we scored 29 goals and found ourselves up against Lilli
Pilli in the semi-ﬁnals. Making it into the semis is such a huge achievement and it really was because of a team effort. The game against Lilli Pilli was a real nail biter. Lilli Pilli were lucky to nail
a goal in the ﬁrst few minutes and then we held them off well so that they only scored one more
towards the end of the ﬁrst half. Then it was Seagulls turn to dominate and we scored the next two
goals. It was a 2 all draw, the crowd was going wild and the Seagulls were pumped. It really did
come down to the last 30 seconds and Lilli Pilli’s ran away scored the winning goal. It was such a
great game and a terriﬁc display of soccer and even though we didn’t win that game it was a good
end to a wonderful season.
We say a very big thank you to our coach Kylie for her continued dedication to the girls. Also,
thank you to our assistant coaches, Anthony, Jason and Finlay and thank you to all the parents for
supporting the team each.
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12B

Coach: Gary Fordham & Craig Mason
Manager: Narelle Fordham

12D

Coach: Simon Usalj / Gerry Incolingo
Team:

Manager: Dee Moffatt

Jackson Foskett, Bianca Casarotto, Georgia Downes, Mitchell Bultitude,

Team: Jake Barley, Nick Coughlan, Tom Fordham, Blake Kelly, Jackson Leavold,

Luke Incollingo, Brad Holmes, Bronte McIntire, Isabella Catalano, Jonty Redman,

Matt Ludmon, Keegan Mason, Matt Pollard, Ryan Gerlach,

James Redman, Connor Usalj, Jackson Johnson, James Lang, Conrad Briggs, Marcus

Jamie Sutherland, Josh Wallace, Cooper West, Julian Wilkins

Moffat.

At the start of the season being graded up to the Bs, both the coaches and the supporters were a
little nervous but the boys certainly impressed us in their competitive play each match – only being
beaten 3 times throughout the season.
The standard of the competition was very equal which resulted in consistently tough matches and
the team was always able to compete whenever playing any of the top teams. With a couple of
new recruits, Nick who was solid and reliable in goals, and Ryan as striker the team was complete.
Thanks to all team parents and supporters who were the most excitable and passionate a team
could ever ask for. At a number of games I heard comments from the opposing team’s supporters,
that “the Seagulls games are always the most exciting”. The games were a combination of our
entertaining players and a support base like no other. The ﬁght back and win against Redbacks
was a very memorable game as well as the two games against Bangor, (grand ﬁnalists) who were
only ever beaten twice all season, both times by us and in which the second round win resulted in
the coach having to shave his head.
To all the boys, well done, you trained hard all season and can be proud of your dogged spirit and
never give up attitude. Making the semis was more than what we set out to achieve so with this
continual improvement we are looking forward to an awesome season next year.

What a successful year for the 12Ds. After a hard fought campaign, we won the Minor Premiership and then went on to win the Grand Final against Gymea United. We got an early goal and
played some very exciting football to hang on for the ﬁnal result of 1-0 against a Gymea team that
never gave up.
A hard working, energetic and a well earned success by all those in the team, who under the dedicated guidance of 2 great coaches Gerry and Simon have improved skills and teamwork fantastically this season. The kids are a pleasure to coach with only the occasional waking up required on
the ﬁeld and on the training ground.
I would like to thank all players, coaches, parents, family supporters and of course the Club for
making it such a positive and successful year.

Gary
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13B

Coach: Craig Rogers

Manager: Eddy Lim

Team: Jordan Grosse, Brandon Hanslow, Jake Lawrence, Adam Leabeater, Nathan

13C

Coach: Robert McNeill

Manager: Kath Witherden

Team: Michael Andrews, Teina Bishop, Blake Dale, Jack Ford, Jayden Hopkins,

Lim, Tim Milross, Cameron Mitchell, Ethan Redman, Jack Rogers, Danny Wade,

Daniel James, Ryoto Kato. Liam McNeill, Ben Munns, Michael Noonan, Roan

Jason Ireland, Lachlan Hughes, Ryan Picknell, Ben Harrington.

O’Sullivan, Jacob Strachan, Alex Witherden, Jack Wyllie

The 2010 season saw us welcome back former players Laclan H, Ryan P and new recruit Jason I.
Early signs were very good for this new team with a huge win in round 1 and Lachlan having an
immediate impact with his size and pace. We got to the top after 3 rounds and continue to go well
after, but some worrying signs started to creep into our game. Our struggle to beat bottom team
Bangor and the slow start against Menai were portents of bad things to come and an indifferent
stretch culminated in the shock 1-7 loss to Engadine – surely our low point. The rains then washed
out any thought of a quick bounce back and a badly out of form team returned to competition
with a predictable string of losses.
To their credit, the boys fought hard and improved with each game. By round 13, they were back
aided by an astute move by coach Craig – sweeper Danny to midﬁeld. We drew against Gymea
and then played one of our best games against Bangor the next week to win. We won the next 2
clawing our way back to 4th and then played our hearts out against our nemesis Engadine. What a
difference from the ﬁrst game where they totally outplayed us. The boys really took it to the opposition and were 2-1 up for a large part of the game, only falling short late in the second half. This
loss saw us fall just short of the semis, but the real damage was done with the 3 washed out rounds
falling on our 2 byes and a game again the last placed team. Hard luck boys – you looked capable
of beating any opposition and would have given the semis a good shake.

A tough opening game against Crusaders (who are now in the ﬁnal of the B’s) was an indication of
things to come. Our opponents had grown height and the matches were now going down to physical strength. Great credit to you guys, you never gave in to these, as you named them, ‘manchilds’.
We had great games against St Pats and Ridgebacks who were similar in stature. The 2nd round
match against Ridgebacks stood out as the best match of the season, even though we lost 3-2, it
was one end to the other, so exciting for us spectators and leaving us ALL on a high.
The season just came to a halt a bit early for us, with our best efforts in our later games.

Thanks to Craig Rogers for another outstanding coaching effort and to Mike Harrington for lending his impressive football knowledge and considerable time, in assistance. See you all again next
year.
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13D

Coach: Ian Moore
Team:

Manager: Nick Stokes-Hughes

Jack Butterﬁeld, KyleCrevola, Nicholas Cruickshank, Noah Henry, Jordan

15B

Coach: Michael Harrington & Paul Joyner

Manager: David Fuller

Team: Shaun Goodsell, Thomas Stretton, Michael Clapham, Jack Fuller, Beau

Martin-Lucas, Jordan Martin-Lucas, Isaac Molina, Curtis Moore, Nathan Nolan,

Streater, Thomas Stokes-Hughes, Jordan Harrington, Simon Stringﬁeld, Hamish

Jeremy Scott, Ethan Shade, Matthew Stokes-Hughes, Charles Warden.

Pritchard, Beau Woodgate, Kurt Joyner, Brenton Parkes and Keenan Pennini.

www.bambinoskindergarten.com.au

We have just had our licence
increased by 10!
Taking enrolments now!
Cnr Captain Cook Dr & Crammond Blvd, Caringbah
P: 9526 7342

We started the season by welcoming new players to our team. Beau S, Michael C, Shaun G, and
Brenton P. Within a few rounds we were performing together like a team, with much more playing
experience than we actually had, as we gelled into a competitive force. We were also very pleased
to have Paul Joyner assisting Spike on the coaching staff. Once again, a big thanks to Spike for his
coaching efforts for another year, ably supported by Paul.
Our season ﬁnished the 18 rounds with a very impressive record With only one loss and only 11
goals conceded, taking out the Minor Premiership. This set us up well for the ﬁnal series to come.
Winning the Major Semi Final put us straight in the Grand Final with high hopes, but with an
understanding that there are winners and losers in such games. The windy conditions made for a
difﬁcult Grand Final. The whole team gave a ‘Grand Final’ effort, but the result missed our script
by only a goal, going down 2-1 in the year’s big one. Disappointment for us all, but a season we
can be, and are, very proud of. A Minor Premiership and a Grand Final appearance is a tremendous achievement.
I want to congratulate the whole team for giving their all across the season, providing such
entertaining games each week, and being awarded the honour of a Minor Premiership. I need to
acknowledge some highlights. Hamish P, Players’ Player Award and Mo M in the Grand Final, a
fantastic double! Beau W, voted the season’s MVP by supporters and Shaun, on his great achievement in gaining the Coaches Award for the season.
Our success this year will deliver us new challenges next year, as it’s likely we are graded back into
the A competition. I know we will be a competitive force again and look forward to you all taking
on the challenge in season 2011.
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15D

Coach: Michael Phipps

Manager: Geoff Grover

Team: Matt Brunker, Aaron Chalmers, Bryce Cruickshank, Zack Coleman, Zach

16C

Coach: Michael Robinson

Manager: Rodney Brown

Team: Aden Bates, Matthew Brown, Sean Coles, Jake Golding, Ryan Grosse, Lewis

Gerasimou, Rowan Grover, Duncan Kennedy, Riley Mattson, Hayden Matwijiw, Jarod

Henry, Mitchell Kemmis, Timothy Leavold, Mark Macqueen, Joshua Morel, Kevin

Nicolai, Ben Phipps, Angus Pritchard, Billy Purcell, Jaiden Shute, Chris Siwecki, Jack

Ngu, Calvin Robinson, Andrew Stringﬁeld, Adrian Stuardo.

Suann and Declan Whyte.
The team was largely new this year, comprising six players coming up from the under 14s. The
team gelled quickly and combinations started to form.
At times, we played some good football, but unfortunately failed to obtain the results we wanted!
We only recorded one win, yet the boys continued to try hard and enjoyed their football.
A pleasure to coach.

The stats pretty well sum up our year with only 4 wins, 3 draws, 6 losses, 2 byes and 3 wash outs
had us ﬁnish in 5th place on the ladder. Although the boys knew from about Round 12 what had
to be done to make the ﬁnals, 3 drawn games in the latter rounds dashed their hopes. But they
were committed and Ruth provided extra ﬁtness training which showed on the ﬁeld, with some
exciting matches.
Each player showed great improvement from last year. Aden netted a goal and went close on many
occasions. Matt used his height well in defense and kept us on the attack with his long distance
throw-ins. Sean scored 2 goals and had many near chances throughout the season. Jake was
determined up front and was unlucky not to score with several rebounds off the posts. Ryan was
dominant in the backs showing great speed and coverage and also scored a goal in a rare appearance in the forwards. Lewis was steady in the backs and got great distance with his return kicks.
Mitchell had his best year, always in the face of the opposition and never giving up. Tim was a
tower of strength in the backs, constantly rallying the troops with encouragement and intimidating
his opponents. Mark’s 10 goals was a great effort! Josh also showed great speed, always forcing his
opponents toward the sideline. Kevin worked out that he could use his size to his advantage. Calvin was rock solid in defense and setup some good goals. Andrew netted 3 goals and many more
near misses for a great year. Last but not least Adrian, the best goalie ever with lightning reﬂexes
and agility. Thanks also to Michael for your time and effort in coaching the boys.
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18D1
18A

Coach: Rod Parker

Manager:

Coach: Steve Colwell

Manager: Kim Colwell

Team: Kurt Manns, Ben Mitchell, Stephen Brown, David Stringﬁeld, Jack McGaughey,
Brendan Miles, James French, Thomas Penrose, Tom Ikonomidis, Codey Tuckwell,

Team:

Murray Becker, Aleks Budisa, Matthew Canturi, Adam Comerford,

Tom Colwell and Steve Colwell (Coach); Nathan Cox, Jackson Moore, Kyle Haynes,

Russell

Denten, Liam Garland, Cory Greatrex, Jack Grinsell, Ryan Kishawi, Alex

James South, Ben Simpson and Kim Colwell (Manager).

Lane, Jackson Lord, Dale

Murphy, Mitchell Parker, Matthew Smoothy, Dylan

Turner.

35pp All You Can Eat
CHICKEN
Breast
Wingettes
Thigh
Sausage

PORK
Fillet
Belly
Smoke Ham
Choritso

BEEF
Sirloin
Rump Cap
Tri Tip
Shoulder
Ribs
Eye Fillet

LAMB
Leg

BBQ SIDES: Corn - Haloumi - Pineapple
Roasted Potatoes / Veg - Rice / Dipping Sauces

Contact us:
Tel: 02 9527 7729
59 - 65 Gerrale
St Cronulla
www.hotroxcronulla.com.au

Lunch:
Sunday
12:00pm - 3:00pm

Dinner:
7 nights. Start 6:00pm

As it was our ﬁrst year in the 18’s, and coming from the 16Bs, it was decided to register in the D
division. We lost seven players from last year’s team but by the season opener, we had a full squad
of 16 players. The challenge was to mould this new team into a cohesive unit and our goal was to
make the Semi Finals.
We had a big win in the ﬁrst round but had to scramble for a draw in the next two. We then realised that it was not going to be easy to achieve our goal! However, by mid season, we had not lost
a game and it was apparent that Bonnet Bay was going to be our main obstacle in becoming both
Minor Premiers and Premiers. By season end, we had yet to play Bonnet Bay, with both scheduled
meetings washed out. We were still undefeated but four draws stymied any chance of the Minor
Premiership. Finally, we met Bonnet Bay in the Major Semi Final and what a terriﬁc game! One
of the most exciting games I have been involved in. We were 2-0 ahead at half time, but in the 2nd
half they fought back to 2-2. With ﬁve minutes to go, we scored and our spot in the Grand Final
seemed assured. Then with less than a minute to go, Bonnet Bay equalised and so we had to go to
extra time. Within the ﬁrst couple of minutes, Bonnet Bay was awarded a penalty for a hand ball
in the box. The guys had fought so hard and came so close; they were shattered. We lost the Major,
but your performance that day will stick with me forever.
We defeated North Sutherland in the Final 5-1 with a dominant display and we focused on the
re-match with the Bombers. The Grand Final was another fantastic game and on two occasions
we were ahead. However, Bonnet Bay never gave up and were relentless in achieving victory, along
with the Premiership.
Guys, thanks for a wonderful season. I have enjoyed your company, both at training and at the
games, and with so many new players I was delighted that you formed such a lovely bond. We
achieved our goal, and more.
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18D2

Coach: Jim Grant

Manager: Denise Arthur

Team: Joe Grant, Rohan Arthur, Marc Morasso, Jake Waters, Joe Hughes, John Mac

21C

Coach: Tony Giovenco
Team:

Manager:

Alexander Allenby, Jesse Cashel, Ben Crellin, Mitchell Crellin, Luke

Kenzie, Mitchell Burwood, Samuel McNeill, Danial Gibbons, Brendan Jenkins, James

Elworthy, Michael Giardullo, Joseph Giardullo, Kane Helmers, Mark Jones, Dominic

Eadie, Jake Beattie, Jordan Holman, Trent Mamacan, James Harper, Liam Waldie.

Kieler, Lachlan Knowles, Oliver Lord, Shawn McSparron, Thomas Montgomery,
Kurt Nakkan

Training began this year with a big group of familiar faces and a few newcomers. By the time the
league started we were raring to go having competed well in our warm up games.
The team gelled well and after a rocky start we started winning a few games; when we played well
we were great, when we didn’t we weren’t, there was no middle ground!!! Like most of the teams
we missed a lot of training and games due to the weather leading to weeks with no practice or
games although we bounced back well. We ﬁnished with 7 wins and 7 losses, which was respectable enough. The highlight of this year was deﬁnitely the referees (no further comment) !
Overall another enjoyable season, well done 18D2!
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21E1

Coach: Tass Assarapin
Team:

Jimmy

Manager:

Anthopoulos, Brendon Apperley, James Ashby, Paul Assarapin,

21E2

Coach: Robert Simpson
Team:

Manager: Mark Simpson

Mitchell Brennan, Tyson Cairns, Alexander Cripps-Clark, Timothy

Michael Bishop, Rhys Cheetham-Smith, Rhys Collins, Jack Colwell, Matthew Evers,

Croucher, Matthew Early, Paul Grounds, Joshua Henderson, Shane Huntingdon

Matthew Gates, Stephen Gibb, Brett Monk, Lincoln Pavett, Liam Stuart, Ben Thomas,

Angus

Shane Wilson, Simon Wynn

Jesse Walsh, Nathaniel Warburton, Matthew Whetters

Kidd, Shannon McKay, Ashley O’Mara, Robert Simpson, Gavin Smith
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35C

Coach: Mark Faust

Manager: Michael Dutton

Team: Gerard Canavan, Troy Ritchie, Thomas Sanchez, Roy Peat, Phil Savides,

35G

Coach: Kel Solari
Team:

Manager: John Hanney

Martin Bonnici, Troy Camilleri, Mark Casemore, John Hanney, Michael

Neil Irvine, Michael Robinson, Michael Dutton, Mark Faust, Mark Farrugia, Eddie

Harrington, Gary Hickey, Andy Jackson, Wesley Jones, John Ladavac, Adam Lea, Eddy

Mostgahimi, Jeff Senior, Jeff Andrews, Guy Turner, Grant West, Glenn Whittle, Dean

Lim, Ross Murray, Gary Nickless, Adrian Rodger, Craig Smoothy, Kelvin Solari, Shane

Rindﬂeish, Adrian Stefani, Peter Bourke

Stalker, Mark Testi, Grant Wastie, Jason Wilkins, Grant Wilkinson.

This year a new 35’s team was born from the combination of a handful of aging AA Seagulls veterans and a bunch of seasoned campaigners from RSL. Always difﬁcult ﬁrst year to combine with
different playing styles and positions, but the boys did their best to develop ﬂuency. Throughout
the season the team was always competitive and with an inch of luck could have ﬁnished a little
better than our ﬁnal position of 5th.
In fact our luck showed itself early with Gnome Turner suffering a season ending leg fracture in
the very ﬁrst game. Dr Savides considered medical opinion of this injury was a mild strain, but alas
not the case. So with a player down the lads forged ahead in attempt to get some traction in the
ﬁrst half of season. But it wasn’t until the second half of the season until the group found some
rhythm and managed to get some good wins under their belts.
We will again get the chance to improve next season and hope to see all back up again.
Special thanks to Mick Dutto for managing the team through the year.

35F

Coach: Grant West
Team:

Claude

Manager:

Allouche, Jason Anderson, Andrew Barley, Brendan Cantlon,

PL1

Coach: Michael Harrington
Team:

Manager:

Trevor Brownsdon, Darren Burgess, Ben Condon, Joel Freeme, Chris

Brett Cochran, David Eardley, Greg Hopcroft, Martin Jessop, John Lee, Paul

Gorman, Nigel Gourlay, Nathan Hayward, David Johnson, Gregory King, Charlie

O’Sullivan, Andrew O’Sullivan, Chris Quinn, John Saunders, Barry Shepherd, Daryl

Mellino, Matthew Orr, Darren Rossen, Brendon Ruprecht, Matthew Ryder, Darren

Shute, Brett Taper, Jody Teora, Phillip Teua, Geoffrey Walkom, Jeffrey Waterﬁeld,

Smith, Malcolm Smith, Andre Spnovic, Ashley Taylor, Darren Wood, Stephen

Grant West

Woosnam, Jayson Wright
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AL3

Coach: Joe McEwan

Manager: Peter Macris

Team: Chris Blackley, Mark Bennett, Matt Campbell, James Diment, Jon Dunkley,

AL4

Coach: Daniel Marandola
Team:

Manager: Wayne Topper

Michael Azzi, Luke Batty, Abdul Chatila, Mark Davies, Daniel Marandola,

Kie Finch, Trent Freeme, Justin Herbert, Will Johnston, Karl Lipovsek, Steve Lucas,

Phillip Pirreca, Sean Rooney, Steven Savelle, Daniel Savelle, Brendan Smith, James

Andy Macris, Steve Macris, Alan Masterson, Gary Masterson, Steve McEwan, Peter

Tarleton, Adam Thoha, Wayne Topper, Michael Yassin, Pasquale Zinnato, Rocco

Rosemond, Mark Santangelo, Harley Ullrich, David Lucadou-Wells.

Zinnato, Adrian Zinnato

What a way to end the season. Our last regular game would decide the minor premiership and we
were all over Heathcote but could not score. Then the semi-ﬁnal against the same team and we
are leading 1-0 with 30 seconds to go and they score off a free kick. Same story in the ﬁnal against
Menai when they scored with 30 seconds left in extra time. Unfortunately that was the trend in the
second half of the year when we totally dominated teams but could not ﬁnish them off.
The team was strong in every position including all of the bench players. Coach Joe had the luxury
of knowing any subs made during the game were not going to weaken the team and every player
contributed during the campaign. We were the best attacking team in the comp and that was
largely due to Gary and Matt and the good work of the midﬁeld. Our defence was also top class
against what were some very good and fast young forwards.
The highlight of the year was the trip to Leeton for the State Cup where we came away 2-1 winners. In our next game we lost 2-3 to the eventual cup winners. The boys did themselves and their
club proud with their efforts against what were all essentially PL01 teams.
Thanks again to Joe for such a great job coaching the boys and to all our supporters who really
made a difference on match day. Roll on 2011.

Cnr President Ave & Sylvania Rd
MIRANDA
John & Liz Pavett. Ph 9525 9155
Filtration Equpiment - Chemicals - Automatic Cleaners - Salt
Chlorination - Zane Solar Heating - Repairs & Services
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AL5

Coach: Luke McGuire

Manager: Luke McGuire

Team: George Diakos, Adam El-Daher, Sebastian Elversson, Matthew Feening,

AL6

Coach: Ryan Heldoorn
Team:

Manager: Michael Fisher

Chris Bates, Nathan Bonnici, Murray Deas, Chris Giovenco, Ryan

Tristan Grifﬁths, Ryan Grimshaw, Michael Jenkins, Bj Johnston, Harry Kapoulas,

Heldoorn, Michael Long, Michael McCarthy, Ben Parkinson, Gavin Philipson, David

Shannon King, Craig McCreedy, Andrew Moller, Kieran Monahan, Kane Ninkie,

Robertson, Jeffrey Scarra, Mark Smith, Shaun Summerhayes, Antonio Teixeira, Ben

Jarrad Owen, James Phillips, Brendan Risbridger, Ronald Sims, Luke Tracey, Jamie

Testi, Stephen Walker.

Williams.
After a disappointing year in 2009 and the loss of a coach and two key players retiring, 2010 was
always going to be a difﬁcult year for the group. We set out fresh with a new coach, new players
and a starting squad of 20 and wanted to work on keeping the core group together for a few more
years yet, as another poor season or poor organization would have seen the team go its different
ways. We managed to put a fair season together however it will probably be the year that we could
have gone all the way, as once again we could compete with the top teams, but really couldn’t get
things happening against the poor teams. Some injuries, not being able to convert our opportunities and people being away during the season didn’t help either.
Apart from training at Northies, the movies and Cronulla beach, some highlights were the effort
players put in during the games and the new players attitudes towards ﬁtting into a close team.
Haz with his penalties and corners which are only getting better, Sims with some outstanding
saves, and the constant work ethic from Jazz, Grimmy, Craig, Seb, Luke and all the boys. Also not
to forget Harry doing a face plant after ﬁring up the boys at training, Bj not getting sent for abusing players or refs, Sims getting yellow carded in the club house at half time, Kane falling asleep
during the movie, Haz stealing soccer balls and Seb going away!
There is already talk about next season, who’s playing and who might join and if it will be competitive or social. It’s all sounding positive and a reﬂection on the enjoyable year we have had.
Thanks to all the team for the help and support during the year.

WOOLOOWARE PHYSIOTHERAPY & SPORTS INJURY CLINIC
Josie Julian Principal Physiotherapist
B.Sc.(Anat.)B.AppSc(PHTY)M.A.P.A.

Karen Ovens B.App.Sc(Phty)
Sarah Dowling B.Phyt

40 Wills Rd Woolooware
95271277
Referral not required
We treat all musculoskeletal problems Including:
*Sports Injuries
*Shoulders/elbows
*Growing Pains
*Foot problems
*Pre/Post Natal
*Motor Vehicle Accident

*Back/Neck Pain
*Work injuries
*Knees/Ankles/Hips
*Gym Ball/Pilates programs
*Chest problems
*Tendonitis/repetitive Injury

Other services available include Hydrotherapy and Acupuncture
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AL10

Coach:

Manager: Dale Ingle

Team: Adam Hartup, Ryan Hartup, Phil Abdipranoto, James Robinson, Liam Reeves,

AL11

Coach: Dane Cran
Team:

Manager: David Bolderman

David Boldeman, Brian Canavan, Joshua Coombes, Dane Cran, Clint

Russell Grady, Adam Spooner, Daniel Nigro, Shayne Skevington, Matt McLellan,

Facey, Peter Frost, James Heywood, Karl Melrose, Peter Miller, Kurt Oertel,

Drew Schmalfeldt, Daniel Latham, Brandon Preuss, Dale Ingle, Paul Lusinovski, Marc

Christopher Power, Nathan Somer, Timothy Stibbs, Kunga Tsering, Jesse Wilson,

Barry and Paul Anthony.
After narrowly missing out on winning last season’s grand ﬁnal, we started this year’s campaign full
of conﬁdence. A few new faces came into the side to replace some retiring players and the team was
looking solid. After the ﬁrst few games things were going great. Three big wins from the ﬁrst four games
and the loss could be put down to having only 10 players on the ﬁeld. Unfortunately, that was a sign of
things to come. Injuries and absence hit us hard and, along with the rain, dampened the spirits of the
whole team. When training wasn’t cancelled due to weather only a handful of people turned up and we
rarely had a full bench at games, with more than a few games played with no subs at all.

Jarrad Zaat

The season was well summed by our last game. We had to win and win well to have any chance of making the ﬁnals from 5th position. With the ladder positions riding on another game in our division going
our way, we had to put it all on the line. Sadly, when the game started we had only 10 players turn up
and any chance of playing ﬁnals football was gone. A disappointing end to a very promising season.
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W12A

Coach: Steve Carrero

Manager: Barry Ffrench

Team: Ingrid Aneman, Alex Coleman, Alison Carrero, Penny Cosio, Natalie Dufor,

W13B

Annika Durante, Kara Durante, Michaela Ffrench, Lizzie Geraghty, Courtney Hanney,
Tahlia Hanslow, Amelia Hurst, Stephanie Kentwell, TJ Potae, Brittany Ritchie
Congratulations girls… making the semi-ﬁnals (top four) in a 15 team competition. They only lost one
game, with 3 draws and 11 stirring victories conceding only 7 goals all season. As an inexperienced
team the girls were sensational in their commitment and passionate in their involvement. They displayed wonderful sportsmanship throughout the season and an excellent team spirit was evident at both
training and on match day.
Lizzie had to leave the team very early in the season due to an on-going illness. Alex - ﬁery little terrier
in both defence and attack constantly taking on the opposition. Allison - wonderful performance as
goalie obvious in the mere seven that got past her. Amelia –dynamic threat up front worrying the opposition with her powerful left foot. Annika – excellent ball skills and plenty of commitment
Brittany - powerful presence as sweeper particularly with those big clearing kicks Courtney - great
season; committed and consistent in defence. Ingrid - wonderful model of consistency; great boot;
involved at every opportunity. Kara - excellent on the ball and very speedy around the ﬁeld. Michaela tenacious in attack and defence; speed to burn; fantastic throw ins. Natalie –great season; courageous in
defence and most determined as back up goalie. Penny - vibrant presence with her energy and commitment in evidence week in, week out. Stephanie - fearless up front always competitive and determined
Tahlia - impressed all season with her commitment and tenacity anywhere near the ball. TJ – ever increasingly spirited efforts in defence and attack. Huge thanks to Steve (coach) Damien (assistant coach
and very creative Match Report author ) Kit (US import assistant) Matt and Zac Coleman (Goalkeeper
trainers extraordinaire) and the enthusiastic and supportive presence of parents at training and on
match day.

Coach: Steve Mahnken and Dave Fuller

Manager: Helen Palmer

Team: Holly, Grace, Kayleigh, Taylah, Kaitlyn, Ebony, Helen, Mirade, Emma L.,
Phoebe, Emma C, Georgia, Skye and Chloe.

The W13B’s ﬁnished off the season very strong! The team was made up of 14 girls, some who had
played before and some who had not. By the end of the season, they were all looking strong. During
the season you noticed that the girls were combining really well after each game. The excitement and
enthusiasm that the girls displayed on the ﬁeld was fantastic, and always a pleasure to watch. Although
we did not make the semis, we came in tied fourth, but did not have enough goals to put us into the
play-offs. We had someoutstanding games, one against Menai Hawks, when they were coming ﬁrst in
the comp. We managed to get a 2-2 draw that day, something that the Hawks did not expect! And of
course our last game, where all the girls just performed so outstandingly, again to the team who was
leading the comp at the time!! We won 2-1.
All the girls put in 100% every time, and always displayed good team playing. Hopefully the girls will
come back next year, and start where we have left off !!
A big thank you goes to the coaches Steve Mahnken and Dave Fuller, for their continued support at
training and the games. And of course to the parents, for getting the girls to training every week and the
sideline cheering at the
games.
Thank you.
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W14A

Coach: Micheal Dutton

Manager: Luke Streater

Team: Tyler Boxall, Phebe Dutton, Madeline Fitzgerald, Rosemarie Gray, Holly

W14B

Coach: Alan Kentwell

Manager: Tarnia Quigley

Team: Tayla Lombardi, Tami Heaps, Renee Workman, Lillianne Kuch, Jamison

Johnston, Fawn Kuchtin, Maggie Mahoney, Tissiana Mangialavori, Jessica Papandreas,

Kentwell, Isabelle Quigley, Jessica Fazio, Elizabeth Cruikshank, Isabelle Moran,

Kisarn Reynolds, Tiana Seldon, Brooke Streater, Madeleine Taper, Katelyn Tripodi

Sophie Lawson, Claire Gorman, Laura Woods, Lauren Chadwick, Amber Chadwick,
Jaslyn Brown and Tayla Bettini.
On reﬂection, the women’s 14B season was akin to the Socceroos World Cup campaign this year. Flashes
of brilliance and possible world domination one week, interspersed with some pretty lackluster and uninspiring efforts on the park the week after. However, the commitment and fun factor were ever present
and made for an enjoyable season.
Tarnia’s introduction of the “Gloria Doll” was keenly contested every week, with the MVP receiving the
“doll” and the challenge to decorate, add and beautify the weekly trophy. The girls rose to the occasion
and the award bears NO resemblance to the pathetic specimen with which we started!
I would like to congratulate the girls for their positive and polite manner this year. However, the same
cannot be said of some of the girls we encountered in some opposition teams. It was a steep learning curve in the subtleties of soccer for a number of our players. I was particularly pleased with the
development of the girls’ skills and team play over the 14 odd games we played. The wash out games
stiﬂed some great momentum, which was gaining mid season but with the rain, our semi hopes were also
washed away. Many of the girls changed positions during the year; still discovering what best suited their
talents.
Particular thanks go to Amber, the utility player’s player. Amber played everywhere, from goalkeeper
to striker, and did it with a smile. Jamison, Lily, and Tayla have all shown great improvement over the
season. I was fortunate and grateful for the great support of Mark (super assistant coach) and Tarnia (the
manager’s manager) during the year. Again, I must make mention of the wonderful support from the
parents. Give yourselves a glass of champagne (although I think we covered that on Mother’s Day).
Well done Seagulls, have a great summer, stay safe! AK
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W16B

Coach: Carlo Villanti

Manager: Luke Porter

Team: Claudine Casemore, Francseca Wilkins, Rachel Pollard, Tahlie Porter, Kahli
Newton, Jess Ryan, Anna Maguire, Anissa Dastyanto, Kate Mason, Bridget Seymour,
Chelsea Casemore, Jess Chapman, Tahlia Villanti

After being promoted to the B’s, a new coach, some new players, we all wondered what the season
would bring us. Well, we made the semi’s comfortably and ﬁnished the season in 4th being ko with
a draw. A positive was that we were only beaten twice by one team, we learnt from mistakes and
adjusted our play minimizing their strengths and turned it to our advantage.
Our goalkeeper Claudine with part timer Anissa did a fantastic job. The force at the back, Rachel,
Francesca, Kahli and Tahlie kept the best attacks at bay. The sweeper Jess R made sure all defence
and attack was controlled and Kate, Anna and Chelsea fed the ball to the attack which Bridget,
Jess C and Tahlia used to their advantage. A balanced team that blended well and never let the
other team get the better of them.
It was great to watch the girls develop their skills. They trained twice a week and I can say that it
was great fun. I watched girls do air swings, trip over each other, get frustrated because the ball
would not go where they wanted it. The talking and discussing what they were doing on the weekend or just catching up on what happened on the day was also a highlight of training. Very hard to
keep this lot quiet, but that was part of the challenge. A fantastic year, WELL DONE GIRLS, see
you next year.

W16A

Coach: Karen Kerr and Kit Van Dusen

Manager: Tracey Gill

Team: Brianna Lane (c), Emily Noonan, Jess Geraghty, Chelsea Wade, Ashlee Teora,
Rhyanna Brown, Meg Milross, Bethany Geldart, Jordan Gill, Taylah Standingford,
Sarah Santangelo, Domenica Barbaro and Eliza Casaceli.

Wow, what a season – you girls had your heads down and all things were fairly gloomy when we arrived
on the scene. Our main aim was to put a smile on your dial, be good sports and have some fun. Well
done girls – you succeeded! We had an extremely hard 1st half of the season. Some big losses didn’t
help our conﬁdence – but I knew we could turn things around. We were the team that was going to
cause trouble in the 2nd half of the season and we did just that! Here’s some interesting statistics to
show your improvement: Our goals (for/against) in rounds1-9 were (2-32) and rounds10-18 were
(7-13). What a fantastic turnaround! We even came away with a few wins! Our defenders (Bri, Jess,
Emily, Rhyanna, Chelsea and Ash) were awesome, they backed each other all the way and what great
goal-keeping by Taylah, Rhyanna and Emily (a big ask with the thrashings we copped). The mid-ﬁelders
(Meg, Taylah and Domenica) worked over and above what was expected, always covering plenty of
ground. A very frustrating year for our forwards (Sarah, Eliza, Jordan and Bethany) – but patience and
versatility made them extremely beneﬁcial to the team. Congrats to the girls who did manage to get a
few goals across the line. Thanks for the support from the parents, particularly Laney, who backed up
the managing and coaching position at times. Thanks also to the W16B/W16C girls, who assisted us
when we had injury trouble.
Manager Trace - a BIG thanks to you - your tireless work on/off the ﬁeld was really appreciated by the
girls! You were an absolute gem. It was great to have you around! Kit and I thought we were in for a
real challenge having to deal with a bunch of 15 year olds. Well, we were wrong! We couldn’t have met
a nicer bunch of girls – so, THANKS team! Special mention to Emily, for stepping up to the task when
we had injuries amongst us.

Starting August 2010
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W16C

Coach: Mark McClarren

Manager: Steve Fynn

Team: Grace Wynyard,Monique Szafranek, Amy McNicol, Shelley Debnam,

W18C

Coach: Jacob Healey
Manager: Matthew Reed / Julie Dimmock

Alexandra Stokes-Hughes, Emma Bull, Sydney Jackson, Hannah McClarren,

Team:

Gabrielle Fynn, Genevieve Goman , Rosie Simpson, Hanna Aneman, Shannyn

Gronbech-Wright ,Kristina Gronbech-Wright, Ellen Hazen, Ashleigh Jensen,

Martin, Sarah Wynn, Marianne Gronbech-Wright

Helen Livesey, Sarah McNeill, Elizabeth Milross, Aimee Moore, Miku Reed, Anya

It was a great year for our girls. We were unlucky not to be in the ﬁnals.

Kristy Berkley, Shelly Brooks, Rebecca Brown, Nicole Dimmock, Soﬁa

Robertson, Viktoria Shliazhko, Brittany Standen

As a team, we were strong all over the ﬁeld. Up front we had Rosie, Genevieve, Alex, Shelley, Amy
and Monique. These girls formed an exciting attack. In the mids we had Grace, Sydney, Emma,
Marianne and Sarah. This group was our rock. Towards the end of the year they stared in both
defence and attack. In the back we had Shannyn, Gabby, Hannah and Hanna (sometimes Emma)
and these girls formed a brick wall. Great work girls.
I hope everyone had fun and I hope you all come back next year! A special thanks to our two
managers, Steve and Paula great work again. Also a big thanks to our tactical coaches Jeff and
Nick.
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WSF

Coach: Buddy Nagi
Team:

Manager: Kristy Atwells

Kristy Attwells, Kathryn Bishop, Jessica Borg, Debra Coonerty, Sarah

Egan, Michelle Heldon, Rebecca Heywood, Eliza McTaggart, Sue-Ellen McTaggart,
Yashodha Nair, Jenny Ritchie, Bronwen Robson, Lauren Ryder, Emma Scott, Amanda
Thurston, Lauren Williams

e ntr e nche d. co m.au 0 4 1 8 2 8 0 0 2 2
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Grand Finals Action!

11A vs Lilli Pilli

15B vs Lilli Pilli

12Ds vs Gymea

Coaches Report 11A
TEAM: Nathan Wedesweiler, Lachlan Woods, Theo Koulouris,
Cameron Staunton, Ben Roberts, Ben Glennan, Cameron Dunn,
Henry Fuller, Liam Arthur, Brandon Norton and Aaron Delﬁno.
We did it! We have just won the Grand Final with an outstanding
display of soccer, beating Lilli Pilli 3-0 up at a windy Heathcote. We
knew we were in for a hard game today, having been beaten twice this
season by Lilli Pilli. To make sure we put our best feet forward, we
had a good warm up and gave the boys some tactics to employ out on
the ﬁeld.
We weren’t off to a good start when we lost the toss, but had the
advantage of running with the wind in the 1st half. Right from the
start we were hungry for the ball and our passing game was going
really well, though unfortunately a few chances at goal went wide.
At about 15 minutes into the game, it was Nathan who got us on
the scoreboard with a sensational cracker from 20 meters out. He
controlled the ball and hit it straight into the top corner. The boys
jumped all over him in celebration and there was no looking back from
there.
We went to the break 1-0 up, but running into the wind was going
to be hard work. A few nervous minutes in and Lilli Pilli had a few
close calls. Not long after, a great shot from Cameron S saw the goalie
fumble, with the ball rolling into the back of the net for a 2-0 lead. We
had a few other chances, but a superb run down the left-hand side saw
Aaron put the icing on the cake with a brilliant goal and the boys were
ecstatic! When the ﬁnal whistle blew, we had just won the Grand Final!
Ben was superb in goal, scoring a clean sheet. He made some brilliant
saves and, with some long clearances, he kept the ball up-ﬁeld.

11B vs Bosco

Cameron Dunn played his usual dominant role in defence, keeping
the Lilli Pilli attackers away with some great clearances and covering
tackles. Ben G, “our rock”, was solid as ever in defence today. The Lilli
Pilli attackers just couldn’t get past him all day. Not to mention Theo,
who also played an awesome game, putting his body on the line with
some great tackles. In the middle we had Lachy, who was up and down
the ﬁeld the whole time, creating many chances with a solid passing
game. Cameron S laid the platform for our defenders. He injected
himself in attack many times and was rewarded with a Grand Final
goal. When Henry came off the bench he immediately got heavily
involved, showing his many skills down the ﬂanks and keeping us in the
game. Liam also had a superb game. He took on the defenders and set
up chances with some great passes. Aaron took control of the left side
during the game, with some attacking raids and brilliant crosses he set
up some great plays and, to top it off, sealed our win with a cracking
goal. Brandon was a marked man throughout the match, but laid off
some great passes and shots. He shut down the defenders and put
his body on the line for the team. Nathan was everywhere, not only
scoring an absolutely sensational goal but also creating opportunities in
attack. He then helped out in defence towards the end, rewarded with
Man of the Match honours.
It was a great season. What a way to ﬁnish! Thanks to George for
helping out all year and to Geoff for being a great manager. To all the
parents: it was a delight being involved with you all. Now we move on
to the Champion of Champions!

18DI vs Bonnet Bay
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